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"Leadership is not the private
reserve of a few charismatic men
and women."

WHEN ARE LEADERS
AT THEIR BEST?

He is also a man with a dream, a man who cares about people, and a man who acts on his beliefs. He is a leader.
There are many other leaders like Tom Melohn in the world
of business, and this article is about them. It is about how
ordinary people get extraordinary things done in organizations . It is about a revolution in leadership style.

her own free will , despite potential risk and hard work , to
want to climb to the summit? In our study, the ordinary executives who convinced others to join them on pioneering
journeys followed the path of a three-phase strategy. We refer
to it as the VIP Model of Leadership: Vision -Involvement
- Persistence.
First, when people described their personal best leadership experiences, they told of times when they imagined
exciting, highly attractive futures for their organizations. They
had visions and dreams of what could be. They had absolute
and total personal beliefs and they were confident in their
abilitie_s to make extraordinary things happen .
Second, these leaders recognized that grand dreams do not
become significant realities through the actions of a single
leader. They knew that scores of people were needed to
create, produce, sell, and sponsor the vision. The involvement of many others is key to making it all the way to the top.
Finally, our sample of leaders acted on their wise understanding that new tomorrows are not realized without hard
work and persistence. The personal best projects were
distinguished by the fact that all of them required relentless
effort , willpower, steadfastness, competence, planning , encouragement, attention to detail , and perseverance.
As we looked deeper into this dynamic leadership process,
we discovered that at their best these leaders had a set of six
guiding practices in common: They all had :
1. Prepared for opportunities
2 . Envisioned the future
3. Inspired a shared vision
4 . Enabled others to act
5. Directed the course of action
6. Encouraged the heart

When Leaders Do Their Best
BY JAMES M. KOUZES AND BARRY Z. POSNER

A quiet crusade is changing the way corporate leaders think and act.
Tom continues by telling the seminar group the story
behind the photograph . The photographer was driving
around Buffalo when he saw the building and decided that
the doorway composition would make a "great art " shot . As
he was taking the picture, however, he was hassled by some
men outside of the plant. They started muscling him , and
almost tore him to pieces. The men were on strike.
''And what were they striking about? Higher pay? " Tom
questions . "What do you think the photographer said?" He
shouts out the answer himself: " Poor working conditions! "
He pauses, and catches his breath.
" Let me leave you with this. The CEO in the corner office
is making $500,000 a year. He's got options on a million and
two shares. He's got a limousine and a jet; a condo in New
York that was purchased by the company because the board
thought he needed it to have proximity to his office. He's got
his own country estate." Tom shows his disgust , which has
turned to quiet anger. He stops and looks around before
moving on to his next point .
"I understand the people at our company. Yeah , I understand our employees." He looks straight at the audience.
"Now, don't tell me that your plants are new, and modern ,
and clean, and painted . That doesn't matter. The point is that
every one of your people has to walk through that door every
day or every night for 30 years and they're doing the same
job over and over and over."
Tom pauses. There's a tear in his eye. With the power that
comes only from a man with deep conviction , he concludes :
"Most men lead lives of quiet desperation . Don't forget it."
Tom Melohn, you see, is "on a crusade." A crusade " to help
change the next generation of Fortune 500 leaders." And who
is this crusader? In his biography he describes himself as
"Head Sweeper, North American Tool and Die." Actually, Tom
Melohn is co-owner, president and chief executive officer of
that San Leandro manufacturing company.

T

om Melohn frowns from behind the podium . " What
is this? " he asks, as he shows his seminar audience
of general managers a large, framed photograph .
"What is this?" he repeats , thfs time with more force and intensity. Again he shows the executives the photograph , which
features an old doorway, with paint peeling off of it , a rusted
railing, and three broken steps. It is a dark, depressing picture.
Tom paces the room , tapping the glass in the frame. He
wants an answer. "What is this, huh? "
" It looks like a closed plant ," someone says.
" You 've got it! And you've gotta prize." Tom walks over
and awards a prize for the right answer.
"Yes, it is a closed plant. The title of the picture is A Factory Do01; Buffalo, New Yo1·k. 1984.
"1984 !" he exclaims, obviously incredulous that such a factory could exist at all in current times.
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During the last 18 months, we have asked more than 300
managers and executives to describe one leadership experience in their careers when they thought they had performed at their personal best; when everything seemed to
come together and they did the very best they had ever done
as a leader of a group of people.
The cases we collected are extraordinary. Tom Melohn's
case, for example, details the sales growth of his firm, NATD,
by a factor of 5, increasing pre-tax profits by 750 percent ,
reducing turnover from 27 percent to 4 percent, and decreasing the reject rate from 5 percent to 0 .2 percent.
In the case of another company, productivity improved 400
percent ; and in another, quality improvements moved products from last to first on a customer 's vendor list. There were
start-ups of new businesses, developments of revolutionary
new products, and phenomenal positive shifts in employee
morale.
In the not-for-profit and public sectors, we learned of a
model educational assistance program , the establishment of
a unique drug counseling center, the planning of a highly successful association conference, and an award-winning U.S.
Army unit.
As we examined these tales of accomplishment, mixed with
pride, joy, awe and gratitude, a consistent pattern emerged ,
regardless of the industry, the person , or the situation.
Leadership, we concluded , is not the private reserve of a
few charismatic men and women. It is a process that any
manager can learn , to bring forth from others the very best
they can be. It is best defined by sociologist Vance Packard:
" Leadership appears to be the art of getting others to want
to do something you are convinced should be done."
The key words in this definition are "want to." Most
managers, parents, teachers, politicians, or other persons in
authority can get anyone to do something . The promise of
a reward or the threat of a punishment , if strong enough , is
sufficient to get most everyone to do things. But getting others
to want to do something involves an entirely different way
of thinking and acting . It is this subtle, but crucial, difference
that distinguishes a leader like Tom Melohn from a non-leader.

When Opportunity Knocks
Opportunity is an open door. The question for those who
want to lead is : " How ready are you to step through the door
when your chance arrives? Are you ready to embrace that
moment when favorable winds blow open the door of golden
dreams?"

Places We Have Never Been
Leaders are people who take us on journeys to places we
have never been; they lead us toward distant heights, whether
those heights are social, economic, political , technological,
educational, personal, or artistic. That is certainly what Tom
Melohn is able to do, along with the 300 other leaders in the
cases we examined.
What does it take to get a person , by the force of his or
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WHEN ARE LEADERS AT THEIR BEST?
"It is perhaps ironic that in this
high tech world, low tech
practices are what make things
happen.''

Preparing for opportunities is an active, not a passive process. While many of our leaders attributed their success to
"luck" or " being in the right place at the right time," none
of them sat idly by or waited for fate to fall upon them.
Although the distinctive competencies of a person may fit
the needs of the moment, those who lead others to greatness
are mentally, emotionally, and, if necessary, physically ready
to meet the challenge.
An essential part of preparing for opportunities is staying
in touch with the world around us . Ann Bowers, former vice
president of human resources at Apple Computer and now
a principal in Enterprise 2000, puts it this way: "People who
get extraordinary things done are always out and about."
Leaders constantly learn about their customers' and
employees ' needs, about changing technologies, and about
their competition. They ask a lot of questions, listen to other
people, and ask for advice. So when they are given or invent
a challenge, they are ready to take it on.
"You have to challenge the process all the time," says Larry
Evans, vice president of manufacturing at Tandem Computers.
Renn Zaphiropoulos, president of both Versatec, Inc. , and
Xerox's Information Products Division , similarly states, "We
love to see a difficult challenge." Every case we collected
about leadership personal bests involved some kind of
challenge. It may have been an innovative new product , a
reorganization, a turnaround , but regardless of the case, it
involved a change from the status quo. It makes sense, then ,
that another part of preparedness is being ready to accept
the challenge of change.
Innovation , according to Bob Metcalfe of 3COM , " requires
gambling and risk-taking. We tell our folks to make at least
ten mistakes a day. If they 're not making ten mistakes a day,
they 're not trying hard enough." Joe Sparagna, vice president
at ESL , says: " Leadership requires personal risk , willingness
to risk making a mistake." Those who want everything to be
right the first time will never take the risk of innovating .
If this seems like foolish advice, just recall the times you
have tried to play a new game or a new sport. Did you get
it absolutely perfect the first time? Probably not. Experimentation , innovation, and change all involve failure and risk.
It would be ridiculous to state that those who fail over and
over again eventually will succeed. Success in business is not
a process of simply buying enough lottery tickets . The key
that unlocks the door to opportunity is learning. Warren Bennis, a distinguished professor .from the University of Southern
California , tells us that the successful leaders he has studied
regard almost "every false step as a learning opportunity, and
not the end of the world."

be like in five, ten or 20 years. They envision the futtt1"e as
it might become, and , through this process, create new vistas.
Leaders look up and out , not down and in. As Alan Kay, a
fellow of Apple Computer, expresses it: " The best way to
predict the future is to invent it."
It is as if leaders live their lives backwards. They see pictures in their minds ' eyes of what the results will look like,
even before they have started the projects . This clear vision
of the future, then , seems to propel them forward.
John Sculley, president of Apple Computer, stated recently: " Our dream is to change the world. Now that 's a pretty
bold dream , but if you are going to have dreams, you might
as well have bold ones." Sculley's comment illustrates a vital
aspect of visionary leadership. It is always about changing
the world in some way. The world may be the world of the
home, the office, the company, the nation, or even the planet ,
but at the core of a leader's vision is some positive conviction that life can be made better by taking a new path .
Sam Boyd , a manufacturing manager at Tandem, revealed
another critical element in the leadership process. He believes
that "the first step you need is a basic philosophy of what
you want." Exceptional leaders are extremely clear about their
business beliefs-their leadership values-and they are very
willing to stand up for them . Tom Melohn , for instance,
publicly preaches his philosophy. "I want to manage the way
I want to be managed: Let me grow, let me create, let me make
my own mistakes."
It turns out , then , that establishing a few fundamental
values is essential to achieving excellence. Values act as a creed
that can be used as a guide in decision-making . Twenty-oneinch-thick policy manuals are insufficient decision tools . After
all, how many can recite all of the laws of the United States'
So what holds people together? It is their unshakeable belief
in a few simple, honest and superordinate values that , despite
differences, bind them together.
Sandra Kurtzig, president and founder of ASK Computers,
says , "You have to focus." A clear vision and a strong sense
of values give leaders that focus.

terests at heart. The visions and values must also create within
people a new sense of meaning about life. "More of the same"
statements are not uplifting.
There is an old Texas saying that "You can't light a fire with
a wet match ." Leaders cannot ignite the flame of passion in
their followers if they themselves do not express enthusiasm
for the compelling vision of their group. Diane Mcintyre,
special programs manager of the American Electronics
Association , offers this prescription: "Enjoy what you are doing and communicate that enjoyment." Person after person
in our study reported they were incredibly enthusiastic about
their personal best project. Their own enthusiasm was catching; it spread from leader to followers . The leader 's own belief
in an enthusiasm for the vision is the spark that ignites the
flame of inspiration.
To enable others to see, hear, and feel the vision, leaders
make extensive use of metaphors, analogies, examples, and
stories. It is similar to what people do before setting out on
a journey to a strange place. They look at maps and

guidebooks and talk to others who have been there in order
to get a feel for the place, an image of what it will be like.
Leaders act as artistic guides , asking each to personally
imagine how enriching and exciting the future will be.
People, however, will not believe a would-be leader unless
that person is a credible source. Barry Posner and Warren
Schmidt found , in a study of 1,500 managers across the
United States, that the most important attribute of admired
leaders was honesty. In a related study we conducted in
Silicon Valley, we discovered that the most important
characteristic people want in a chief executive officer was
persoi1al integrity and honesty. Enthusiasm and story-telling
by themselves were not enough. Irwin Federman, president
of Monolithic Memories, reinforces the essential element of
effective communication when he states, "Honesty will do
the trick."

Teamwork Wins Championships
But leaders do not achieve success by themselves . "You
asked me to talk about my personal best. I can't do that ," Bill
Flanagan , director of manufacturing at Amdahl , explained:
" It wasn't me. It was us! "
After reviewing 300 personal best cases, we have developed
a simple one-word test to detect whether or not someone
is on the road to becoming an admired leader. That word is
" we." As Ray AbuZayyad , vice president of IBM 's General
Products Division and San Jose Site general manager says,
"You can't do it all by yourself. You must have a team."
Exemplary leaders enlist the support and assistance of all
those who must make the project work . They involve, in
some way, those who must live with the results , and they
make it possible for others to do good work . They encourage
collaboration , build teams, and empower others. They enable
others to act.
One anecdote makes this point well. \Vhen Versatec needed a table for its conference room , instead of buying one,
Renn Zaphiropoulos invited his managers over to his house
to build one. In his garage on a Saturday they built a 21-footlong teakwood conference table, hauled it to the company
on a flatbed truck , and carried it up two flights of stairs to
the conference room . This off-line camaraderie illustrates the
family-feeling that typically develops among highly committed , productive groups.
This sense of teannvork goes far beyond the leader and his
or her immediate subordinates. It includes peers, superiors,
customers , suppliers-all of those vvho must support the vision . Rosabeth Moss Kanter, a Yale professor, confirms this
in her research on successful innovations inside large corporations. In her book , Change Masters, she reports, "The
few projects in my study that disintegrated did so because
the manager failed to build a coalition of supporters and collaborators."
The effect of enablitig others is to make them feel strong ,
capable, and committed. Those in the organization who must
produce the results feel a sense of ownership. They feel empowered , and when people feel empowered , they are more
likely to use their energies to produce extraordinary results.

Uplifting People's Spirits
At a staff meeting led by Phil Turner recently, when he was
manager of U.S. Facilities for Raychem, he articulated his
" vision" for U.S . Facilities: "We are a department that uplifts
people's spirits."
Phil's vision , though simple, is profound . For it is lifting
people up from their present plateau to loftier heights that
sharply differentiates the best leaders from the also-rans.
Managers with future visions and healthy values must also
be able to inspi-re a shared vision. Leaders breathe life into
visions ; they make them come alive to others . Others can
share the vision , the dream , as their own only when they
can imagine themselves living it. Commitment cannot be
commanded . It can only be inspired .
To enroll people in a vision , a leader must " Know your
followers and speak their language," according to Bev Scott ,
organization development manager at McKesson . People must
believe you understand their needs and have their best in-

Seeing Across the Horizon of Time
Bob Swiggett, chairman of Kollmorgen Corporation , is very
straightforward about the job of a leader. It is, he says , to
create a vision . Henry Boettinger, formerly an executive with
AT&T, says prophetically, " If a manager loses heart and does
not follow any dream or vision, the organization is doomed."
In our study, we found that leaders spend considerable effort gazing across the horizon of time, imagining what it will
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The Only Magic

encouragement. Simple things can create similar reactions.
Larry Frost, senior vice president of Crocker Bank , put a bell
in the middle of the office. Every time someone made a loan ,
he or she got to ring it. Soon , he says, the bell was ringing
all the time. Sue Cook , manager of employee development
at Apple Computer, gives out stickers, T-shirts, apples, and
buttons when people make an extra effort. At Mervyn's,
Chairman Jack Kilmartin and all other executives send out
note cards that have " I heard something good about you "
printed at the top. They are sent not just to other officers,
but to clerks, buyers, trainers, and other line employees. Tom
Melohn , a crusader-president , wears pink, yellow, and green
golf pants to work. His people love it!
Mel Bosch , a general manager at Dataproducts, sums it up
well: "People just want to be winners." People don't begin
each day with a desire to lose. It is part of the leader 's job
to show them they can win.
These actions come from the heart when the person is being consistent with his or her beliefs . The examples are not
just new tricks in a game to get others to produce slavishly.
They are genuine acts of caring.
The message is simple. "We preach trust and the Golden
Rule," says Bob Swiggett . "We create an atmosphere of complete trust," declares Tom Melohn. Irwin Federman offers this
description of the climate a leader creates: "By trusting someone you invest in him a dignity, a self-esteem, which cannot
be purchased with money."
It is perhaps ironic in this high-technology world that lowtechnology practices such as trust , respect , caring , and the
Golden Rule are what enable people to make extraordinary
things happen .

At the 1983 Faculty Convocation at the University of Santa
Clara , the president , Father William). Rewak, S.). , spoke eloquently about the anticipated changes in the campus. Near
the end of his speech , he said: " Vision needs management ,
electricity, and concrete." Grand dreams, he reminds us, cannot become significant realities with elan and spirit alone.
Leaders also must have detailed plans. They must steer
projects along the course, measure performance and take corrective action. The conventional management tools are certainly essential.
Yet, there is an even more demanding leadership task if a
person is to direct the course of action. The leader must lead
by example.
Irwin Federman puts it this way: "Your job gives you
authority-your behavior earns you respect." While managers
appraise their subordinates, subordinates also appraise their
managers. The test used is a simple one : "Does my boss practice what he or she preaches?" Managers may speak eloquently about vision and values, but if their behavior is not consistent with their stated beliefs, people ultimately will lose
respect for them. It may be best to take the advice of Frank
Ruck , formerly an officer at Chicago Title and Trust and now
an entrepreneur, who says of his leadership style: "I began
by adopting a role model that exemplifies the organizational
and management values I believe are important."
Being a role model means paying attention to what you
believe is important. It means showing others through your
behavior that you live your values. Tom Melohn, for instance,
believes he should "share whatever wealth was created " at
his company. So, he and his partner, Garner Beckett, give each
employee shares of NATD stock each year, according to these
simple criteria: the employee must be at least 24 years old ,
work a minimum of 1,000 hours a year, and be on the payroll
at the end of the year.
Tom Peters, coauthor of In Sem·cb of Excellence, summarizes this practice superbly when he says, "The only magic
is brute consistence, persistence, and attention to detail."
Leaders are consistent with their beliefs, persistent in pursuit of their visions, and always vigilant about the little things
that make a big difference.

Love
There is one final element of encouragement , though , that
may be the key to it all. Over and over again in our study
we heard phrases like this one from Jim Pinto, president and
founder of Action Instruments: "The whole ethos is based
on the idea that love is a better motivator than compulsion ."
Bill Gore, chairman of W.L. Gore and Associates, says, " It's
better to use friendship and love, than slavery and whips. The
results will always be much better."
In response to our question about why he works as hard
as he does, George Gannanian, owner of Star Graphics in Palo
Alto, says, " I love to turn the key in the door and put on the
coffee pot." Wayne Rosing describes one of the development
projects he worked on at Apple as ''a labor of love.'' And Edna
Larsen says of her Avon sales people, "I love every one of
them. They're just beautiful people." Love! It may just be the
best kept secret of successful leaders .

Trust and the Golden Rule
Each spring at Versatec, a medium-sized manufacturer of
electrostatic printers and plotters, about 2000 non-managerial
employees come together to r~ceive annual bonuses. In 1983 ,
Renn Zaphiropoulos, the company president , arrived at the
celebration dressed in a satin costume, riding atop an
elephant, and accompanied by the Stanford Marching Band.
The previous spring, Renn had made the profit-overachievement announcement somewhat less dramatically: He
sang a country and western song which he composed himself.
The climb to the top is arduous and long . People become
exhausted , frustrated, and disenchanted . They often are tempted to give up. Leaders must encow·age the heart of their
followers to carry on. With elephants and songs, Renn gives
heart to his people so they will continue the journey.
Of course, it is not necessary to be that dramatic to offer

james M. Kouzes is tbe directm- of tbe Executive
Development Center at tbe university and Barry
Z. Posne1; is an associate professor of management in tbe Leavey School of Business and
Adm.inistration and academ.ic director for tbe
Executive Development Centet:
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MEDITATION IN
ST. IVES
l

BY WILLIAM J. REWAK, S.J.

A chance encounter prompts some thoughts on the essence of work.
(Excerpt from a travel journal)

waterfront for an early dinner and found a small restaurant
that didn't look too crowded . But as soon as I sat down a
number of people came in and took all the other tables· 's o
that a young lady, about twenty-three years old and wandering in a few minutes later, had no place to sit. The waitress
asked if she could sit across from me. I tend to be somewhat
hesitant in such matters, but I said , sure, why not.

Saturday, July 22, 1984

W

hen the train chugs into St . Ives, on the north
coast of Cornwall a few miles east of Land 's End
you see first a crescent-shaped white beach , filled
with vacationers from York and Durham and the chillier parts
of the Scottish Highlands. Not your usual English scene: there
are hibiscus and bougainvillea; "chemist shops " selling
Coppertone; bikinis of both sexes lying in a baking sun. It 's
July in southwestern England.

I said hello, but she seemed preoccupied. She fidgeted a lot:
leaning over the table, leaning back , sighing. She ordered her
fish and chips as if she didn't really care what she ate.

Around the western tip of the crescent is yet another crescent , this one filled with fishing boats and outlined by a busy
boardwalk . And out at the end of the boardwalk , on the top
of the hill, is an ancient stone chapel , dedicated to St. Michael
and commemorating a spot of ground that has been sacred
to the fishermen since the early Dark Ages.

She finally looked at me and said , "So, you 're an American.
Are you on holiday? "
I said it was partly business, partly pleasure, that this particular leg of the journey was pleasure.
Well, the ice had been broken , and now she clearly wanted
to talk. So I got the whole story, in fits and starts, with a few
questions from me here and there-for as the story devel oped , I didn't know how to respond except through
questions .

And between and behind those two crescents, on a steep
hillside, are winding, narrow streets with San Francisco-like
Victorian homes, hugging one another as if in delight and
pride.
This is going to be a nice three days, I thought. A lot of walking, a lot of sun-worshipping. And several forays into those
streets to look at the small art galleries scattered and hiding,
afraid of pretension , in the shadowed alleys behind the more
garish restaurants and jewelry stores. Barbara Hepworth 's
gallery, once her studio and now part of the Tate Gallery, is
stuck in one of the more picturesque corners, its white
painted walls covered with a purple-blooming ivy.

She had just been released from the Bristol prison for women:
"Packed in there tight , they are."
I asked her the obvious question: " \Vhy were you there?"
" The coppers picked me up for drugs, but I had no drugs,
I was just drunk, coming home from the disco, I was. I hate
the coppers, I do."

A good break from the reading schedule I had arranged at
the Jesuit house in London. (As if I needed a break from
London!)

" But if you had no drugs , why were you in prison? "
" I hit two of them , right there in the courtroom. They lied
about me, and I wasn't going to take that. Knocked a tooth
out , I did . And gave one a black eye."

After a quick shower in the hotel , I wandered down to the
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"Everything was green and lush.
Seagulls flying around and
screaming like hurt puppies."

I began to feel a certain amount of sympathy-though
somewhat unconsciously, I think, I edged my chair back an
inch or two. She smiled easily, and beautifully. And told the
rest of her story.

But doesn't this destroy the desire to work? And if we don't
work, we're aimless-nothing to run toward, nothing to fight
for, nothing to build or create. Nothing by which to define
ourselves as part of that creation which is laboring, as St. Paul
says, toward the one great act of giving birth to the Spirit .

She never knew her father-her mother probably didn't ,
either-and her mother was thrown from a hotel window
by some man just two years before. "Murdered, she was . Yes ,
life is hard sometimes. But you have to keep going, don't
you?"

in St. Ives , in the heavy, rectangular, but soaring stones of
Barbara Hepworth.
But it's not often so glorious. For not everyone who works
is doing so out of a sense of commitment or fulfillment. Some
must work simply for survival. Some work merely from habit.

For work really is sacred. Genesis might imply it is a punishment , but doesn't the more traditional Christian attitude consider work a way both of humanizing one's environment and
of directing one's energies toward a goal? Isn't St. Joseph the
Worker someone to be emulated?

She spoke of her personal tragedies as if they were run-ofthe-mill events everyone has to put up with. She lived in an
orphanage until she was eighteen, so she knew her mother
only from visiting hours. She has a boyfriend she sees once
or twice a year when he comes into Plymouth port from
Canada . He's married, but he's going to divorce his wife and
marry her. She says .

I thought: I'm fortunate. And so is everyone else at the University. As a community, I do believe we have a sense of purpose. We know we're at Santa Clara for a specific reason , the
education of young men and women , and all our papershuffling and impassioned rhetorical flashes in the classroom,
all our daily judgments and long-range plans-it's all to create
an environment where consciences can grow and minds can
wander and jump with ease.

Work should provide fulfillment , a sense of purpose, a way
to accomplish one's dreams. It is an avenue toward selfassurance and self-identity. It encourages self-respect.

She paints; she showed me some of the watercolors she had
folded in her purse, watercolors she had done in prison. They
were pretty bad , but she was proud of them . They were all
of birds .

had no intention of going to work for less .
We had our tea and biscuits and she left , waving her hand
and saying , "Ta."

Then I asked her what kind of job she has .
"Oh, I don't work. I haven't worked for five or six years. No,
it doesn't pay. I can only earn fifty pounds a week if I work ,
but on the dole I get sixty-three pounds a week ."
That surprised me. I asked her if many people do the same
thing . She said yes, of course. She has to pay thirty-five
pounds for her flat , the rest is for food and expenses. Not
much , but she seemed content with that amount and certainly

I left the restaurant myself and walked up past the old St .
Michael's chapel onto the path that leads along the Cornwall
cliffs all the way to Land 's End . I walked for about a mile,
watching the sun setting , slowly, in a bank of red clouds. It
was a winding , narrow path, with deep cliffs and gorges on
my right and pastureland on my left . No trees, just short
shrubbery or ferns , and grass that grows only about half an
inch-like a soft carpet, covering , it seemed , the whole
world.

But it also enhances the feeling of individual self-worthand that is essential if we're not to lose ourselves in a mass
society. How unfortunate that much of the work in our
society is accomplished through the mechanization of human
effort and human creativity. The de-sacralization of work is
one of the constant temptations of mankind and , I think , one
of the most obvious and pervasive proofs for the existence
of what has theologically been called original sin.

(I couldn't help thinking of Walt Whitman's "Song of Myself,"

Work should be the glory of mankind-seen clearly, but too
briefly, in the liquid marble of Michaelangelo's Moses or here,

in which the image of grass is used to show the eternal
freshness of the world: no matter what horrors civilization
witnesses, no matter how much blood is absorbed into the
ground, all is transmuted by nature's energy into the new
" leaves of grass": "I am the grass./Let me work." )
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And within the community that is created by our work , there
is a deep, grateful satisfaction that defines the individual. The
secret of freedom: to be an individual in possession of oneself,
but working within and for a community.

Work done in concert with others creates community ; it
enables us to make contact by means of our sweat and our
imagination and builds an ever-expanding network of permanent , human endeavor. It builds a world that , in Teilhard's
vision, is becoming increasingly more complex and increasingly more human . A dynamic world reaching out in its
energy toward Christ.

I hope that 's what we teach the students; I hope we try to
communicate to them that they're at Santa Clara not simply
to acquire skills for a job but to learn how to make their work
an integral part of their lives and of their community. Work
should make them happy, creative and generous.
I'm reminded of what Garson Kanin said once: "The best part
of one's life is the working part , the creative part. Believe
me, I love to succeed . . . However, the real spiritual and emotional excitement is in the doing."
I got up and walked back along the path toward the town.
The grass looked almost black, curling in on itself as the fog
rolled in to give it moisture and the night rolled in to give
it rest-("! am the grass./Let me work" ). St. Michael 's chapel ,
standing sentinel there on the point, had a small red flame
burning in its single window as an ancient guide for the tired
but relaxed fishing boats that were moving through the waves
toward the harbor.

Everything was green and lush. Seagulls flying around and
screaming like hurt puppies. A late fisherman here and there
standing out on the rocks far below, and a few young people
camping out on convenient, grassy and secret ledges. Not a
bad place for a free night's lodging.

And the lights up ahead were brighter now against the dark
sky; they formed ribbons of blue and yellow and red ,
stretched back and forth across the hillside. Music was coming out of the pubs and large crowds of vacationers were outside on the boardwalk, lifting the evening's first pint of bitters.

I sat down on a slope and watched the birds circling around
the bright, clear green surf as it broke against the cliffs. A
good testimony to God 's first six days of labor.

The young woman I had met in the restaurant was probably
in that crowd , looking around for a disco partner. I hoped
she was getting something out of life-if only a few days in
the sun and sea at St . Ives.

Interesting , this business of the dole. It's one aspect of the
socialization of Britain. We in America have welfare, of course,
·and we have unemployment , but we've set conditions. And
a job usually pays more than either unemployment relief or
a welfare subsidy. In Britain , however, the government provides a financially acceptable substitute for work.

William]. Rewak, 5.]., p1·esident of tbe university,
visited St. Ives during a trip to England last summm: Tbis article is exempted from a travel journal be kept during tbat trip.
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"If the truth will make us free,
so will the conceptual play of
humor."

TAKING LAUGHTER
SERIOUSLY
1
T
BY JOHN MORREALL

Understanding our laughter can help us to understand our humanity.

U

ntil very recently, humor was a neglected topic in
the fields of psychology and philosophy. A changed ,
more positive attitude has emerged among
psychologists in the last ten years-as three international conferences on humor attest. But there has been no corresponding shift in perspective among philosophers , at least judging
from the odd article on humor that appears every so often
in the philosophical journals.
This philosophical neglect is due, I think, to a longstanding
prejudice which, in its mildest form, treats humor as
frivolous. Because engaging in humor is not a serious
activity-so the implicit argument seems to run-it is not
possible to take it seriously, and anyone proclaiming a scholarly interest in it probably just wants to goof off. This argument is invalid. Humor is an important feature of human life,
and therefore worthy of attention. The fact that it involves
a nonserious attitude does not mean that we cannot examine
it seriously. As I will try to show, indeed, to understand our
laughter is to go a long way toward understanding our
humanity.
The charge of frivolousness, and other more damaging
ethical objections to humor, begin where Western philosophy
begins, with the Greeks. One of the first books many
philosophy students read, Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics,
is also one of the earliest to put humor, along with amusement generally, in its place . .In his discussion of happiness
in Book X, Aristotle argues that happiness cannot consist of
amusement: "We say that serious things are intrinsically better than humorous things or those connected with amusement, and that the activity of the better of two thingswhether of two men or of two parts or faculties of a manis the more serious. But the activity of the better is ipso facto
superior and more conducive to happiness."
Happiness for Aristotle lies in philosophical contemplation,
which is the highest human activity and so the most serious.
Some people seem to think humor and other forms of amusement can bring us happiness, he admits, but they are
mistaken. Although amusement, like happiness, is sometimes

sought for its own sake-by tyrants and children , for
example-such people are not worthy judges of what is
valuable:
Happiness, then , docs not lie in amusement. It would , indeed , be strange
if our end were that of am usement , and we were to take such trouble and

endure lifelong hardship in order to am use ourse lves ... To exert ou rselves
and work for the sake of amusement seems silly and utterly ch ildish. But
to amuse ourselves so that we may exert ourselves, as Anacharsis puts it , seems
right ; for am useme nt is a sort of relaxation , and we need re laxation because
we canno t work con tinuou sly. Relaxation , th en , because we use it as a means
to activ ity, is not an end .

Plato had been stricter than Aristotle. Humor for Plato not
only has no value; it is actually harmful because it involves
the suspension of reason , our highest faculty. For both
philosophers, reason is what makes us human and it should
always be in control. The laughing person abdicates reason,
and that person , in the silliness and irresponsibility of
laughter, can be viewed as less than fully human . Thus, for
Plato, laughter is to be suppressed. In the Republic, when he
suggests guidelines for educating the guardians of the state,
he insists that even the mention of laughter in literature and
drama must be tightly regulated. Persons of worth must not
be represented as overcome by laughter, for that would set
a bad model for the young.
Humor and laughter were ethically objectionable to Plato,
Aristotle, and many other philosophers for another reason,
too-namely, that they viewed laughter as a form of scorn.
For Plato, the object of laughter is human vice, particularly
self-ignorance, and Aristotle agrees that humor is essentially
scorn. Wit , he says in the Rhetoric, is "educated insolence,"
and one part of insolence is pleasure in thinking that you
are superior. A jest, says Aristotle in the Ethics, "is a kind of
mockery, and lawgivers forbid some kinds of mockeryperhaps they should have forbidden some kinds of jesting."
This so-called "scorn theory" of laughter was given its
classic formulation in the seventeenth century by Hobbes,
who described laughter as an expression of "a sudden glory
arising from some conception of some eminency in ourselves,
by comparison with the infirmity of others, or with our own
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formerly." Like Plato and Aristotle, Hobbes sees humor as
ethically objectionable. Laughter, he says, "is incident most
to them , that are conscious of the fewest abilities in
themselves ; who are forced to keep themselves in their own
favor, by observing the imperfections of other men ."
Philosophers, of course, have not stood alone in their opposition to humor. In the Western religious traditions,
laughter has had negative connotations. The Bible seldom
mentions it, and when it does, laughter is almost always
derisive. The exception is Sarah's laughing when the Lord tells
her that she wili bear a child in her old age ; but her laughter,
as the story makes clear, is based on her foolishness and
failure to believe that God can do all things. The Bible never
represents jesus as laughing or enjoying humor-as many
have pointed out.
The Church Fathers said little about the subject , but St. Jo hn
Chrysostom, the fourth-century Bishop of Constantinople,
gives us a hint of an early Christian view:

Baudelaire, in the nineteenth century, spoke of humor as
"a damnable element born of satanic parentage," an aspect
of the dark side of human nature inherited from Adam's fall .
Why? Partly because "laughter is one of the most frequent
symptoms of madness." The mid-nineteenth-century essayist
De Lamennais added an aesthetic argument to this idea:
laughter "never gives to the face an expression of sympathy
or good will. On the contrary, it distorts the most harmonious
features into a grimace, it effaces beauty, it is one of the images
of evil."
In the 1870s appeared two editions of The Philosophy of
Laughter and Smiling by George Vasey, who attempted to
show that laughter was not only objectionable on ethical and
aesthetic grounds, but medically harmful as well. The natural
use for the diaphragm and related muscles is in breathing ,
he said. Laughter involves a wholly unnatural and harmful
stimulation of these muscles, restricting circulation of the
blood and interfering violently with breathing . Sometimes
the convulsions of laughter cause death . In our modern
culture, Vasey admits, almost everyone laughs, but that is
because as infants we were stimulated by being poked and
tickled . And once this nast y childhood habit has
developed-at one point Vasey compares laughter to
masturbation-we maintain it into adulthood. "It is very questionable that children would ever begin to laugh ," he says,
" if they were not stimulated or prompted , but were let alone,
and treated naturally and rationally."
If all of these objections to humor are correct , the best
policy might be that of the Stoic philosopher Epictetus: " Let
not your laughter be loud, frequent , or unrestrained." But
will that policy do? Let us take a closer look at three of the
main arguments: humor is essentially scorn , it is not a suitable
end in itself, and it involves a suspension of our reason.
I think we should acknowledge the existence of derisive
laughter, and not respond , as Voltaire did , by saying that
"laughter always arises from a gaiety of disposition , absolutely
incompatible with contempt and indignation." For if it is obvious that much laughter is not derisive, it is just as obvious
that some is. Yet laughter develops in infants long before they
have a sense of humor-when they are tickled or play
peekaboo. This very early laughter cannot involve feelings
of superiority because the baby does not yet have a self-image
to compare or contrast with that of others . And when the
child reaches the age when humor is appreciated , many instances of humor need involve no self-evaluation . If someone
dons a horse's head from a costume, for example, the child
may find this funny simply because of the incongruity. The
child has learned that a person is one thing and a horse
another, but here the two have been run together.
Adults, also, enjoy incidents of absurdity or nonsense for
their very incongruity, and not because someone is being
shown up as inferior. Not only do we sometimes enjoy
incongruities without entertaining feelings of superiority, but
we even enjoy some situations that show us to be inferior,
as when we make breakfast while half asleep, pour the coffee onto our cornflakes , and laugh at what we have done.
The enjoyment of incongruity, I submit , and not our feeling

... to laugh , to speak jocosely, does not seem an acknowledged sin, but it
leads to acknowledged sin. Thus, laughter often g ives birth to foul discourse,
and foul discourse to actions sti ll more foul. Often from words and laughter
proceed railing and insult; and from railing and insult , blows and wo unds;
and from blows and wounds, slaugh ter and murder. If, then , tho u wouldst
take good co unse l for thyself, avoid not merely foul words and foul deeds,
or blows and wounds and murd ers, but unseasonable laughter itself.

There is little reference to humor and laughter in what survives of medieval literature, but in early modern times we
encounter the same ethical objections. Elizabethan and Jacobean playw rights like Ben Jonson could justify comedy only
on the grounds given by Plato: by prompting us to avoid those
vices portrayed on the stage, comedy is corrective. Later,
Dryden was the first among literary critics to suggest that
comedy could be valuable merely by evoking our delight and
laughter. But Dryden's idea was not popular, and Thomas
Shadwell spoke for many: "I must take leave to dissent from
those who seem to insinuate that the ultimate end of a poet
is to delight without correction or instruction . Methinks a
poet should never acknowledge this, for it makes him of as
little use to mankind as a fiddler or a dancing master."
The Puritans succeeded in closing the theaters largely
because of the harmful effects which comedies were thought
to have on the audience.
The late seventeenth and eighteen centuries witnessed
many condemnations of humor and laughter. Bossuet denounces Moliere's comedies and charges that laughter is a tool
of the devil. Addison , in the Spectat01; permits laughter but
insists that reason should always control it.
'II II
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TAKING LAUGHTER SERIOUSLY
"It is the psychotic, not the fully
rational person, who has no
sense of humor."

The last two of these criteria are overlapping , since they
are different ways of explicating the idea of an activity done
for its own sake. And if we apply them to aesthetic experience, it is clear that they are satisfied. Aesthetic experience
is its own raison d'etre; and since it is not practical activity,
it involves leisure. The second , third, and fourth criteria are
also met by aesthetic experience: it admits of continuation ,
because exertion is not required ; it is pleasurable; and it can
be enjoyed by one person alone.
The first criterion, that the activity should be of our highest
human faculty, namely, our reason, requires more comment.
When Aristotle speaks of amusements in his discussion of
happiness, he treats them uniformly, along with the grosser
forms of bodily enjoyment , as if they did not involve the use
of reason. When he begins discussing amusements, indeed ,
debauchery seems to be his paradigm: "Amusements are
thought to be of this nature [desirable in themselves]; we
choose them not for the sake of something else; for we are
injured rather than benefitted by amusements , since we are
led to neglect our health and our property." But many
amusements, especially artistic and other aesthetic ones, involve the reason to a considerable degree.
Examples are not hard to find. Our appreciation of a fugue
by Bach involves sensations, but is much more than sensory
pleasure. Animals can hear Bach's !T\_Usic, of course, but cannot appreciate it in the way that someone with an understanding of music can. Similarly, the enjoyment of a Rembrandt , a Mondrian, or a Magritte is as much a pleasure of
the intellect as of the eyes. What a cultivated person experiences in appreciating a work of art or music is as much
an activity of thought, in fact , as philosophical contemplation is. Our aesthetic appreciation of natural objects, too, can
involve thought to a considerable degree. No mere animal,
even one with senses much acuter than ours, experiences the
sight of the Grand Canyon, or the crystal patterns of frost
on a window, in the way that we do. Aristotle singles out
philosophy as the highest human activity because it is contemplative, but ' aesthetic experience can be just as contemplative, both in the basic sense that it is nonpractical
awareness, and in Aristotle's special sense that it is an activity of reason.
By all of Aristotle's criteria , then , aesthetic experience can
be a suitable end in itself; and we can apply this conclusion
to humor. In fact , I would contend that the connection between humor and aesthetic experience is a strong one: often
humor is a kind of aesthetic experience. Earlier I suggested
that the essence of humor lies in an enjoyment of incongruity,
and that this enjoyment can be coupled with other kinds of
enjoyment . In laughing at our opponent's blunder on the golf
course, we may enjoy both the incongruity and the lead we
are gaining on him . In such instances , because of our practical concern, our experience does not seem to be an aesthetic
one. But when we enjoy incongruity all by itself, without
practical concerns, I think our experience does count as
aesthetic. And many such cases of " pure humor'~in which
we delight not in anyone else's downfall or our own superior-

superior, is the essence of humor. Now sometimes this enjoyment of incongruity is heightened by feelings of superiority, as when we laugh at our opponent's blunders on the golf
course, both because we enjoy the incongruity and because
his flubbed shots will mean we will win by several strokes.
But feelings of superiority are not necessary to humor, and
when we have such feelings without enjoyment of incongruity, we do not have humor at all, but only, say, derision.
Thus, no essential connection between humor and scorn
exists, and the first objection topples. But what about the
other two traditional caveats: amusement is not a suitable end
in itself, and humor involves a suspension of our reason?
When Aristotle speaks of amusements as not being desirable
in themselves, he is referring not only to humor but to all
kinds of amusements, including the more sensuous forms of
bodily enjoyment , games, and aesthetic enjoyment . For the
virtuous person , he says , anything of this sort is merely a
means and not an end . These activities have value only as
moments of rest-so that virtuous persons can return to work
more effectively. Now my central concern is to show that
humor, the essence of which I take to be the enjoyment of
incongruity, can be a suitable end in itself. But humor is connected with these other kinds of enjoyment, and so some
of them may get defended along the way too. Indeed, a useful
way to proceed is to take the most defensible of these forms
of enjoyment , aesthetic enjoyment , show that it is a suitable
end in itself, and then show that humor is just as defensible.
Against Aristotle I want to argue what to modern ears may
seem a commonplace, that aesthetic enjoyment not only is
desired for its own sake by many people, but is worthy of
being so desired by good people. Aesthetic experience is commonly defined as attending to some object of awareness for
the sake of the experience itself. Most of the time we attend
to things with a view to what we can use them for, what they
indicate about some state of affairs, or the like ; our attention
is a means to some further end. Aesthetic experience, by contrast , is attending to something simply for the enjoyment of
the attending.
If we consider Aristotle's criteria for what makes an activity
suitable as an end in itself, we can see that he should have
included aesthetic experience as a suitable end. He argues
that happiness lies in philosophical contemplation; and we
can use his criteria for happiness as criteria for a suitable end ,
because for him happiness is the only end in itself:
"Everything we choose we choose for the sake of something
else, except happiness, which is an end."
Aristotle offers six criteria for judging an activity as it conduces to happiness, and he shows that philosophical contemplation meets all six. First , the activity should be of our
highest faculty. Second , the activity should admit of continuation . (Activities involving physical exertion require frequent
resting and so do not meet this condition.) Third , it should
have pleasure mingled with it . Fourth , the person in this
activity should be self-sufficient (able to carry on the activity without other people). Fifth , the activity should aim at
no end beyond itself. And sixth, it should involve leisure.
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Our thought is abstract not just in its generality, but also
in its ability to relate us to something other than our current
situation. We are not tied down , in our thought, either to
the concrete or the present. That is why, of course, our
language differs so markedly from the signal systems of other
animals . It is also why we are the only animals with a sense
of humor. Without the abstractness of our thought , not only
would we not recognize incongruity, but we wouldn't have
the nonpractical attitude necessary to enjoy it. A creature
whose cognitive operations are directed only toward the
situation it finds itself in at the moment will experience the
thwarting of its expectations as puzzling, frustrating , or
distressing. We, by contrast , can enjoy having our expectations violated , sometimes even when the incongruity involves
our own failure, because we can cognitively transcend the
moment and its practical dimensions . This notion , in part ,
lies behind the commonplace that humor can distance us
from the negative aspects of a situation , can give us perspective on things.
It is because of the abstractness of our thought , too, that
we are capable of the imagining and pretending that are so
important to humor, especially to creating it . In the humorous
frame of mind we are free to treat things and situations as
being what we know they are not. We can imagine the front
end of a Volkswagen to be a face, or playfully feign an inappropriate emotion to get a laugh . We're not out to learn
anything, as we are when we use reason for inquiry ; rather,
we're using reason to play with our perceptions and imaginings . And this is why we can countenance possibilities , and
even absurdities, as easily as actualities. If the truth will make
us free, so will the conceptual play of humor.
Philosophers like Plato would give us to believe that human
rationality must reject incongruity, that enjoying incongruity runs counter to our nature. George Santayana speaks of
an "undertone of disgust" which, he says , mingles with
humorous amusement , and he claims that " man , being a rational animal , can like absurdity no better than he can like
hunger or cold." But this is to have much too narrow a picture of human rationality. Indeed , the person who is incapable of enjoying incongruity and conceptual play, and
who uses reason only to know the world and act "appropriately " in each situation , is less fully human , not more. It
is the psychotic, not the fully rational person , who has no
sense of humor. Medieval thinkers were surely much closer
to the truth than Plato or Santayana , when they said that it
is because we are rational animals that we are also the animals
that laugh .

ity, but simply in the incongruity of some thing or event we've
experienced or imagined-do exist.
Like aesthetic objects in general , humorous objects may
be found in nature (a duck-billed platypus) or may be produced by human beings. If the latter, a humorous object may
have been made to be funny, a joke or cartoon , for example,
or it may have been produced with a practical function in
mind but also happens to be humorous-consider the 1958
Edsel , or Nixon's Checkers speech.
In saying that humor is often a variety of aesthetic experience, and thus can be a suitable end in itself, I am not
claiming that there are no occasions when humor is inappropriate. If a child has been hit by a car and is lying injured
in the street , for instance, it is morally objectionable to enjoy
the incongruity rather than help out . And obviously occasions arise when aesthetic appreciation generally, not to speak
of philosophical contemplation , are inappropriate: to stand
over the injured child gazing at the pattern the broken limbs
make against the pavement would be morally objectionable,
as would standing there contemplating the randomness with
which we suffer and die. To say that humor or anything else
can be a suitable end in itself is not to deny that there are
moral constraints on the occasions when we may pursue such
ends. Like aesthetic experience generally, and like
philosophical contemplation , humor is a luxury to be enjoyed
when times do not require action .
If my assessment of the place of reason in aesthetic
experience, specifically in humor, is correct, then we have
an answer not only to the objection that humor is not a
suitable end in itself, but also to the charge that humor
involves a suspension of our reason .
Reason is clearly necessary for humor ; without it we could
not even recognize incongruity, much less enjoy it or create
it for enjoyment. Infants and the higher animals have much
in common with human adults, including a capacity for
emotions, but they lack a capacity for humor because they
lack our intellect. They can learn , they have expectations ,
and they can be surprised. But because they don't have our
conceptual system with its classifying schemes, causal patterns, and the like, they don't appreciate incongruity. Their
cognition is not abstract enough for that.
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john Mot'reall joined the Department of
Philosophy at the unive1·sity in the Fall of 1984 as
an assistant pmfessot: This essay also appeared in
Arts and Sciences at Northwestern University in
1983, and in the Journal of Metaphilosophy in
October 1984.
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IN THE MANNER OF
ANDY ROONEY

WHAT'S A COLLEGE
TEACHER To Do?
..l

T
BY CHRISTIAAN T. LIEVESTRO

BY JAMES P. DEGNAN

A 60-second spoof of a "60 Minutes" star.

!

don't know about you , but the first thing I do in the
morning is open my eyes. I've been doing this for a
long time now, since I was about nine years old . This
means that I've been opening my eyes first thing in the morning for nearly fifty years. That's a long time to spend opening your eyes. Not that I'm complaining , mind you , there are
worse things you can do than open your eyes first thing in
the morning, but you 've got to admit that fifty years is a long
time.
I've developed a little routine for getting out of bed in the
morning. What I do is let my legs slide over the edge of the
bed until my feet touch the floor. Then I stand up. Then I
put on my robe and slippers. Sometimes I stretch , but not
always. I don't know how long I've been doing this, but it 's
been a long time.
The other day, when I was driving to work , I saw a cat .
I won't swear absolutely to it , but I'm almost positive it was
the same cat I saw when I was driving to work two or three
weeks ago.
I don't know about you , but it seems to me that things
today are getting too darned complicated . I mean , you take
apple cider. When I was a kid there were only about ten
brands of apple cider. Today, there must be a dozen. And what
about toll booths? Have you ever seen anything as complicated as a toll booth?
Last week I gave a talk in an auditorium in Hershey, Pa.
As I was leaving, someone who runs an inn near Hershey ran
up and handed me a little paper bag containing a carton of
milk and a piece of apple tart. I drank the milk in the airport
but I dozed off on the plane and left the piece of apple tart
in an overhead luggage rack.
My wife claims I worry too much , and maybe she's right ,
but it seems to me there's a lot more to worry about these
days. When I got up this morning and looked outside it
seemed brighter than usual. This was because I had overslept.
One thing I can't understand is why it 's so hard these days
to find a decent corndog. I mean , seriously, how long has

A response to four basic questions no teacher should ignore.

it been since you 've had a really decent corndog?
And what about sounds? I like the sound of my typewriter.
It goes tap, tap, tap. But car horns can be irritating , and the
sound of someone sniffling without a handkerchief is not a
good sound .
We've had a lot of rain this year, and if there's one thing
I love it's rain . What I like to do is lie down on the front lawn ,
open my mouth , and let the rain fall in. The only thing is,
my wife complains that this gets my clothes wet.
I used to try to catch rain and make coffee out of it , but
it kept slipping through my fingers before I could get it into
the kitchen .
Japanese haiku poetry is a little fancy for my taste but I
remember reading one years ago and I think about it all the
time:
"Rainy day little peddler
You can't teach that ant to dance. "

I

I have no idea what it means.
I don't know about you , but there's nothing I'd rather do
than take a good hot shower. We have a shower stall big
enough to turn around in, and there are two little shelves
high in a back corner where the spray doesn't hit. I like taking showers so much , once I was late for work. If I had my
way, we would all take eighty or ninety good hot showers
every day.
And what about sports? I don 't know about you , but it
seems to me that sports these days are becoming too darned
commercial. People are getting tired of it . People are getting
tired of a lot of things . It will be interesting to see what
happens.

This may seem like a mere technical question: how large
is the class? How old are the students? Are they "majors" or
merely a general audience? According to the letter of the law,
that's all a teacher may care to know. But that's not the spirit
of teaching. To teach only the elite, for example, the
"aristocrats " of a school or a society-that's too easy ; they
may almost manage without us . In a sense, that's not really
teaching.
A teacher ventures into the unknown. It can be a hazardous adventure. In fact , teaching can be a dangerous activity,
as tyrants and despots have always known. Teachers have
great power for good and , potentially, for evil so that Plato,
in his Republic, would have them be indoctrinators lest they
corrupt youth. In short , the teacher should do as little harm
as possible. So, at base, there are political , social , and
psychological implications to the question: "who is to be
taught? "
Should students-can students-be trusted to think for
themselves? What is the role of the citizen? Is the citizen to
be trusted and loved , or feared and despised? Should students

james P Degnan is a professor of English
at the university.
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be encouraged to assume the burden of free will as responsible citizens? Can they bear the burden? Will they dare? These
problems lead inevitably to the second question.

never thought long or seriously about being a fire chief
or an Indian. Except for wanting to be a tenor in the
Metropolitan Opera (I 'd still like that) , I have always
wanted to teach. Now I've taught for twenty-five years and
I have some thoughts about teaching.
There are four fundamental questions which no teacher
can ignore:
Who is to be taught?
Why is the student to be taught?
What is to be taught?
How is the student to be taught?
Some would begin with "what?" and ignore the rest. But
I think the questions must be asked exactly in this order
because they are closely related.

Why is the student to be taught?
At best , our western Greco-Judeao-Christian tradition has
strongly supported education as fundamental to its beliefs
and ideals. We believe in the dignity and worth of individuals
and their ability to make a creative, civilized contribution to
their culture. If we don't hold out that hope for individuals ,
why teach them? If we fear and mistrust them , we need only
train them to be docile and obedient. That , too, is not
teaching .
Machiavelli exposed the ignorance of the electorate so that
a powerful, cunning prince could exploit its ignorance. Also
in the Renaissance, Erasmus and Montaigne, Christian
Humanists, sought to discover man's ignorance to help him
with love and compassion to become wiser-in short , to
educate him. Machiavelli would keep him stupid . There's the
difference. So, we must trust students to learn the civilizing
powers of education-what it means to be civilized: to be
humane, tolerant , compassionate. Civilization is a very thin
veneer over barbarism. It takes courageous leaders to trust
the slow and delicate process of education to nourish a
civilization rather than to impose "order" by force and tyranny. And so "who" and " why " are closely related questions.
The burden in a democratic society is on the humane student, as it is on the humane teacher and the humane electorate. That is why the student must be both oriented and
disoriented (which anticipates the question " what is to be
taught?"). Socrates was of course quite right that " the unexamined life is not worth living ." Still, a civilized , responsible citizen cannot live creatively without positive values in
a coherent perspective. Socrates intended that , too, but his
method often left literal-minded people puzzled and uncertain about those values. (So, the method-how-is very

Who is to be taught?
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CoLLEGE TEACHER To Do?
"Many teachers, like many
parents, won't educate children
for change. They want clones."

disorientation." As Socrates insisted , we must confess our
ignorance before we can become wiser. That hurts! Know
thyself! (If you dare!) Get a new, fresh view of yo urself,
society, the past , the future. But how few have the courage
for that? Even teachers lose their nerve, lose sight of their
vision for their students and for the students ' new world.
Why should students embark on this hazardous adventure?
Because it is a fundamental responsibility in a civilized ,
enlightened dialogue. That is the only way to engage in a
judicious, conscientious exchange of competing ideas and
values, all seeking to demonstrate their merit and superiority for a better world. That 's what professionalism is all about.
The serious scholar doesn't engage in frivolous sophistry.
Students must learn to be professional citizens as well as
scholars . A teacher should not cripple students so that they
will be speechless without authorities to tell them what to
think , what to believe, how to act. This is Athens, not Sparta.
Still , as Dostoevsky pointed out in his famous "Grand Inquisitor" scene, most men would rather not accept the burden
of freedom. In any event, there is a direct correlation between
teaching and the survival of a free, civilized society. In a
spiritual sense, we bear the burden of our own salvation.
And so, to "know thyself" means: in light of the past , in
anticipation of the future, and fully aware of the consequences of our actions . Students must learn the moral ability to cope with all the data of studies-a moral sensibility
and a humane vision. The quantity of information without
the quality of wisdom is not an education . If the student is
to be liberated from the teacher, he must become coherent ,

significant.) We orient ourselves, find our identity and values,
in the past.
If students are merely clones of the past , why should we
teach them? No. Ours is a society that believes in the future
so that we do not teach only what is and bas been but also
what may be. Not many teachers or parents dare or care to
admit this but the implication of this is that we encourage
a student to make an original work of art of himself and his
new society-not to be but to become. So, we are really
teaching students to liberate themselves from us-to make
a better world than we have made, to find better solutions
and values than we followed in the past.
Knowledge is a constant process of discovery to explore
the frontiers of experience. We seek to preserve the past , to
teach a set of values that will preserve the best qualities and
achievements of our ancestors. But more than that, we teach
students to envision a new and unrealized future that is better than the past. This takes imagination and courage-the
adventure of ideas. It's scary to do it alone. It 's unnerving
to look critically at the past-to question past events and ideas
and values. It's a very disorienting experience and it must
be. This is especially true for those who are not the elite and
the aristocrats.
But simply to tear away from the past is not reasonable or
wise. Why learn everything all over again from scratch that
has already been learned before us? Gilbert Highet put it this
way: "The duty of everyone in acquiring and using
knowledge is to make sure that in doing so he does not injure the welfare of mankind." We have a duty both to the past
and to the future. Of course, again it's a major question
whether or not we believe in the dynamic character of human
behavior, in the human capacity for change. Many teachers ,
like many parents, fear change, so of course they will not dare
to educate their children to change. They want clones.
For students and teachers alike, " breaking man's current
way of thinking about himself and the world-expose illusions ," as Morse Peckham noted , " involves a profound

.I
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not merely what Erasmus called "a contentious smatterer."
Students must not be turned into intellectual garbage pailscollections of random data so that they end up with junkyards
of facts . They must learn analysis through skeptical examination of data, tested by rigorous methods, but guided by professional ethics, moral values-not mere technical virtuosity. There must be a coherence of the whole person .
Their articulation of this coherence becomes a work of art.
Students make their lives and their work an artful creation.
I do not believe in immaculate conception in art. Art is
damned hard work. So: why should students be taught? To
help them create a coherent person, a coherent life, a coherent
civilization. They cannot be battered with fragmented ,
unorganized , unevaluated data. They need a comprehensive
intelligence. There must be direction to the search even if that
direction is seen only in moments of vision. If you don't know
where you are going, you will end up somewhere else.
Emerson said that learning converts life into truth___: 'life
passed through the fire of thought." That conversion takes
place through artistic models or, as Thomas Kuhn so fashionably called them, "paradigms." Peckham insisted that "art
is the exposure to the tensions and problems of a false world
so that man may endure exposing himself to the tensions and
problems of the real world ." That is why students should be
taught the lessons of art (scientific as well as imaginative).
If students can meet the tensions of contemporary art without
being brutalized by the experience, they can meet the perils
and hazards of life with imagination , courage, and a civilizing vision .

What is the student to be taught?
Since we teach both the things that give an orientation
(sense of identity with the past; culture-affirmation) and a
disorientation to shake loose from the past and make fresh
beginnings , teaching involves a creative tension. There is a
very delicate and precarious balance between the challenge
that may lead to frustration and the reinforcement that confirms and encourages. There is a creative tension between
what is taught and how it is taught . Method and style can
do much to make the " what " bearable even when it is hard
to take.
I once taught a course on Shakespeare's tragedies to senior
English majors. I began the term by asking " what is tragedy? "
The students were furious with me because I did not write
on the board: " tragedy is ..." I began each day by asking the
question again . I figured that if Shakespeare couldn't show
them what tragedy was, neither could I. It happened that this
was the term of the Kent State murders. The real tragedy was
in that room. There were students who were deeply sensitive
to tragedy and who understood. There were others who were
totally insensitive to tragedy. Not Shakespeare, not Kent , nor
I, nor fellow students could teach them. It raised the question, "what is more tragic: to be aware of a tragic experience,
or not to be aware of a tragic experience?" Still, that bordered
on a paradox and paradoxes are the most subtle and difficult
of intellectual problems to teach , to comprehend , and-like
creative tension-to tolerate.
You cannot make teaching too subtle or it becomes
bewildering. Yet , it is intellectually dishonest to be too
simplistic. You cannot misrepresent the infinite complexities
of problems nor deny the inconsistencies, contradictions and
paradoxes of reality. Again , there is a creative tension between
the criticism of unexamined pieties and the affirmation of
established truths . Even that affirmation must sometimes be
of great but startling and disturbing truths.
We teach two kinds of knowledge. There is the utilitarian
knowledge of Aristotelian logic, as Erich Fromm called it. This
is clear, cause-and-effect information which helps us to
predict , get results, yield conclusions, solve problems; it lets
us be prescriptive, to impose praise and blame. In literature,
this information is presented in the epic mode. Histories, case
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"We encourage students to make
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themselves-not to be but to
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Still, this is the real frontier of our learning and cannot
be avoided in " what" to teach . As Fritjof Capra noted in the
Tao of Physics, "As we penetrate deeper and deeper into
nature, we have to abandon more and more of the images
and concepts of ordinary language ... paradoxes are
characteristic of physics." The same is true with describing
emotions and feelings. So we must use figurative language :
metaphors, similes, indirect rather than literal speech. We
need to find a new language. This kind of learning reveals
the struggle within the human heart , the "metaphor of the
cosmic dance" (Capra), " the still, sad music of humanity"
(Wordsworth), "the agony and the epiphany of cognitive tension" (Peckham), or, as William Faulkner said in his Nobel
prize speech , " the human soul in conflict with itself"-the
conflict between man's humanity and his logic-the secret
to most of the great drama and poetry of the world.
This is no longer a problem merely for the artist or
philosopher. Werner Heisenberg noted that, "We cannot
speak about atoms in ordinary language." And Capra: " the
study of the world of atoms forced physicists to realize that
common language is not only inaccurate but totally inadequate to describe the atomic and subatomic reality ... verbal
descriptions of reality are inaccurate and incomplete. We must
use myth , metaphor, symbol , poetic images, similes and
allegories."
What , then, is to be taught? It is the reassuring literal affirmation of our orientation and identity. But it is also the subtle and disorienting exposure to problems which may not
have simple solutions-problems which are even difficult to
describe and may need to be presented figuratively, the difficult language of the poet and the physicist.

studies and narratives in linear, sequential order fit neatly into
this traditional knowledge as do the fundamentals of music,
mathematics and language. It gives us orientation, identity,
explanations, and cultural affirmations . Without such
knowledge, we could not function in our normal activities.
It is very satisfying knowledge because it yields results. A student gets a sense of having finished something. It "pays off."
To some people, that is what an education is all about.
But that's only the orientation part of learning. The
disorientation (which of course must arrive in a new orientation) is much more subtle, difficult , frustrating, and disturbing. In literature, we call this "lyric" information because it
touches upon emotions, feelings, abstract experience and
values, which are never resolved since they are always with
us as long as we live. Fromm called this "paradoxical logic."
It "yields" awareness, insight , consciousness, existential
wisdom (know thyself!)-and then transcendence-the kind
which is never done but which must be experienced again
and again by each student , each artist, each philosopher, each
saint. This is the ultimate of intellectual honesty and the
hardest kind to face.
There is no end to this sort of learning for, as Leonard Woolf
put it, "The journey, not the arrival , matters." The implication is that if you "solve" these problems, you are dead. This
kind of learning is not corporate or collective; it is highly
individual and personal. Despots and tyrants never tolerate
such learning because it is potentially subversive. But, of
course, individuals are "dead " under despotic institutions.
Reactionary minds dismiss such introspective questioning as
"romantic" or "sick." They are deeply troubled because it
is so difficult to tell the difference between the madman and
the saint. Better not take a chance. When the people of Athens
lost their nerve for individual learning, they killed Socrates.
And, as Dostoevsky reminded us in the "Grand Inquisitor"
scene, if Christ were to return , he would of course have to
be killed at once since he urged us to find the truth within.
Paradoxical logic (the incarnation of the logos) is at the very
heart of Christian theology. That is why mysticism has always
had such a bad name in the West. It is potentially dangerous
and radical. It may be subversive of conformity and law and
order in institutions and corporate bodies (even churches).

Jingly brilliant displays of stunning virtuoso effect. Often ,
they are not dazzling; they are boring. Lectures tend to turn
off students because they feel that they can never attain such
skill and knowledge themselves. Consequently, the student
may never turn to the subject again once the stunning display
is ended. Lectures may be ego trips for the professor but can
be very ego-destructive to the student. And the student ego
is very fragile indeed . As Carl Jung put it in Modern Man in
Search of a Soul, "All too easily does self-criticism poison
one's naivete, that priceless possession , or rather gift , which
no creative man can be without."
The trick is to turn students on so that they will go on by
themselves-to liberate them from the teacher. Well , there
is no one method that is exactly right for all subjects or all
students at one time. A generally "good " method may, on
occasion , be the worst possible one at the moment for a given
student. No teacher can be all things to all students. It 's impossible. The secret is versatility. Be ready to improvise spontaneously without losing a sense of direction or the basic plan
which is essential to all good teaching. Again, it is a precarious

balance to preserve the creative tension which is challenging but not discouraging.
The teacher, like the parish priest , is a shepherd , not a
monk. Ignorance is our business. I have had students
apologize that they couldn't understand a problem. My
answer is "If you could do all of this without me, I'd be
without a job." A teacher must love his students in their
ignorance. "Despite the sin , love the sinner " is still appropriate. Just as a church is not a museum for saints-it is a
hospital for sinners-so, too, is the classroom a clinic for
ignorance. It doesn't matter how well the teacher understands
his subject if he doesn't understand the elementary difficulties
the student has with the subject . You really must teach people, not -merely a subject .
Frequent questioning , frequent re-capitulation , frequent
reinforcement and review plus anticipation of goals are all
essential to giving coherence to teaching. Students have a very
limited tolerance for questions, problem-exposure, unresolved
issues. The frustration level is delicate and very different with
each student. So students must be taught individually as much
as possible. Of course, you must know each student 's name
and face. Patience, sympathy, love, respect are all essential.
A teacher has great power, as Plato well understood. He
has the power to persuade, charm and attract as well as the
power to dictate, indoctrinate, command , impose. He can win
his audience or he can threaten them. He shows so easily
whether he loves his students or whether he despises them .
It would seem so obvious that a teacher must be friendly and
kind-not a brute or a bully-not terrorize his students. Still ,
we have a long tradition of puritanical , Calvinistic, despotic
teachers who were indeed brutes and bullies.
Just as a play is not complete without an audience, so is
a teacher/tutor not complete without a student. There is a
creative, dynamic, psychic energy-the real power of
teaching-which is generated and radiates between student
and tutor-which completes the artistic experience. A musical
score is not music; it is only an instruction to make music
if one can read the notes . The same is true with a problem
in physics or in a poem. Together, the teacher and student
discover the vital , living quality of the subject which makes
it come alive between minds. It's what Capra calls " the subtle, holistic and organic view of nature." Teaching must be
vigorous, vital , delightful , enthusiastic, and radiant to nourish
the growth of minds and ideas.
What will be the result of all this : It may be, as Arthur
Symons said, that "the final uncertainty remains, but we seem
to knock less helplessly at closed doors, coming so much
closer to the once terrifying eternity of things about us." All
this may leave us " not with an explanation of any mystery,
but with a theory of life which makes us familiar with
mystery ... because that is the hardest path to walk in where
you are told only, walk well." That 's an inspiring thought for
the teacher as \veil as for the student: walk well.

How, then, is all this to be taught?
My thoughts here are about teaching so it's necessary to
sort out the difference between scholars and teachers. Of
course, the ideal is like Plato's philosopher-king. Ideally, there
is no paradox: the king acts wisely and the philosopher is
capable of acting. The problem is that the scholar is an elite
who directs his skill to other elites. There is no denying that
there simply is something elitist about scholarship. Some
scholars can bridge the chasm between aristocratic scholarship and democratic teaching. Not all. I studied under some
very good scholars at Harvard. Some were dreadful teachers.
I once had a colleague who said: "I never ask students a question. They don't know anything ." That is intellectual snobbery and arrogance at its worst and makes for atrocious
teaching .
The ideal teaching situation is the tutorial arrangement ,
with the teacher sitting at one end of a log and the student
at the other. Then there can be a direct and sensitive interchange of teaching and learning. But of course the tutorial
is an expensive luxury which we can rarely afford. To put
it another way: There are two approaches to teaching, the
lecture and the tutorial. Again, ideally, a combination of both
methods works best. It is sometimes said that lecturers teach
subject matter and tutors teach people. Lectures may be dazz-
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as "someone in process
of becoming a Christian."

PAULo FREIRE HAs
HIS SAY
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1
BY JAMES TORRENS, S.J.

The task of education, Freire tells educators, is to be critical.
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aulo Freire, the Brazilian philosopher and author
of Pedagogy of tbe Oppressed, ranks among the
twenty or so who have most influenced the climate
of thought in the past half-century. So it was a coup of sorts
to have him on the Santa Clara campus for a few days last
March , thanks to the long-distance planning of Ines
Gomez, director of Chicano Affairs. I had last seen Freire, with
trailing beard , pondering his way through questions at Stanford in 1983 , and so I half expected an aging man, about to
put in a sunset appearance. But Paulo Freire (he pronounces
it "Fray-ray ") arrived with his beard rounded off and clipped , his glance sharp, and his interest keen in everyone
around him. He was ready to go.
Freire first began shaping his theory of education , which
is also a theory of liberation , and drawing world attention
to it by the methods he and his team evolved for literacy projects in northeastern Brazil , a land notable for its Copacabana,
Iguazu Falls, and vast Amazon reaches , but well known , too,
for its military despotism , limping economy, and swarms of
poor. Freire entered into the lives of these poor. A Belgian
Jesuit working in Chile, Fr. Roger Vekemans, began calling
these people " the marginated ;" but Freire disagreed , saying
that by using that term educators became content with integrating the poor into the work force and adapting them to
the status quo, thus denying that they are already within the
system. The poor are the oppressed within the system , Freire
contends. The important thing is to help reverse their fatalism,
their distorted idea that God is testing the peasants' ability
to love him by making things as difficult as possible for them.
To call them " marginal " is to deny that they are even now
in a position to be decisive on their own behalf.
What Freire aimed at when he was coordinator of a literacy
project in Recife was "conscientization ," which could be
defined simply as "taking stock of your possibilities," except
that this had a very wide, far from simple scope. He and his
team used a series of "codifications" or situation sketches
in which the farmers and laborers were encouraged to think
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about altering reality (or nature, i.e. , what is given to them)
through work and imagination (resulting in culture). Rather
than pursue the ABCs via discouragingly bland sentences such
as " Roger gave green grass to the goat " (his sample from the
traditional readers) , his team, after close study of everyday
vocabulary, produced "discovery cards," each devoted to one
word central to the daily lives of the poor. He gives as an
example the word for brick , " ti-jo-lo." With a little practice
in phonetics, the learner can go to " la-jo-ta," flagstone, "luta ," struggle (a term that is bound to appear somewhere!) ,
" lo-te," lot , " lo-ja ," store, etc.
The adult students, by Freire's report (and others have confirmed it) , learn quickly and excitedly to make sentences
about their life and daily lot , because they now have the
encouragement to dream about changing it. They take on a
whole new sense of themselves. Freire recorded the reactions
of the adults in an early essay, " Education and Conscientization ." " I want to learn to read and write, so that I can stop
being the shadow of other people," said one ; " I want to be
able to change the world ," said another. All of their initiative
had been blocked by illiteracy ; now, along with this new
capacity to read came the impulse to employ it , not just to
read labels and fill out government forms but to learn about
the world around them , including oppression and the human
possibilities, and respond to it. Freire's methods were not likely to please a tightly controlling regime, and so the Brazilian
government exiled him for a time. He then worked with the
\Vorld Council of Churches in Geneva as special adviser on
education , was a UNESCO consultant to Chile's Agrarian
Reform Institute in the Frei era , and a director of the literacy
campaign in Guinea-Bissau.
The theme of human liberation through education always
has been central to Freire. In Pedagogy oftbe Oppressed, he
examines the " fear of freedom " that afflicts the oppressed ,
whether it is the fear of asserting themselves lest they be
squelched , or the fear, once they actually attain some power,
of those who can take it away. The latter, which makes them
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PAULO FREIRE HAS
HIS SAY

"In order to understand education, you have to understand
power."
-Paulo Freire

in turn oppressors, has been the cycle of the so-called
developing countries , where surface reforms or switches of
the ruling group take place but little true revolutionary change
occurs .
Freire looks for a kind of classroom and also a public life
where the ordinary student or citizen can think and talk in
a utopian or sharply analytic way without fear of dire
consequences .

different emphases, do share a critical and even philosophical
concern. Freire is not deterministic. He has pronounced
himself opposed to revolutionary dogma that hardens into
a picture of inevitable class struggle for the future. He has
a wariness of ideology, even while adhering to a model of
popular participatory society. Although he teaches that all
of education , from literacy training to the graduate schools ,
must be directed toward action with social consequences, he
adds that a second phase of reflection upon the action taken
is essential.
What Paulo Freire keeps telling educators is that the task
of education is to be critical-prudently critical , often , for
to oppose a ruling group or concept can cost one dearly. This
means that one's study of conditions should be objective, and
more than a mere indulgence of popular enthusiasm, resentments , or wishful thinking . Critical study needs to be
thorough and factual , as well as analy tical. It should also be
interdisciplinary. "I try to be a man of my time," Freire says,
explaining his interest in astronomy, physics, psychology, and
computers, but adding immediately that he considers true
learning to be holistic, with one field of study casting light
on another. Ira Shor, an American educator much affected
by Freire, has explained that in critical education the
humanities have a key role to play, "focusing Utopian thought
on immediate reality," and helping foster a certain reflective
temper of mind , w ith " tolerance for the slow pace of critical
intellect " (Critical Teach ing and Everyday Life).
Paulo Freire, typically, has a warm interest in the United
States but an independent standpoint. He expressed regret
for a certain fatalism he found widespread here on his last
trip, as if people were giving up their larger horizons. He saw
this mi rrored somehow in the diminished condition of those
hundreds who gather in St. Anthony 's Dining Room in San
Francisco: "I was ashamed as a human being to see shadows
of human beings ."
Freire urges a process of education that is more dialoguebased , that treats the students more as participatory subjects,
even in preparing curriculum and syllabus, and that also
challenges them to emerge from their cocoons , and their
placid assumptions that they are somehow above politics , or
that the public order is beyond remedy, or that only their
kind of people count in the country and the world.
In a conversation with Santa Clara's president , Father
William Rewak , Freire characterized himself as "someone in
process of becoming a Christian." It is with this underlying
motivation that he would have us all struggle against the irrational or fanatical in pure technocracy, where individuals
do not have to " risk themselves " on behalf of their survival
as one family on earth. His feeling for the human family came
across in his lively response to individuals on the campus ,
as well as his obvious pride in his own children and patent
affection for his wife of many years , Elsa. It was definitely
a breath of fresh air to have Paulo Freire at Santa Clara.

So Paulo Freire does not subscribe to just any slogan about
education per se as an "escape" from poverty, a way up in
the world , or an inevitable plus. Far from it. He laments that
in most systems of teaching , information is "deposited " or
banked with an individual , and the individual is tested by
having to feed it back; or a technique is taught , and success
amounts to demonstrating mastery of it . This view of education is quite consonant with nonengagement in political
change, lack of interest in structural reform , even apathy
about voting , and , as such , is bound to please those who have
most to gain from the status quo. Within this framework ,
students of engineering , business, economics, and computer
science are spared the hard questions about all their miracle
hardware and procedures: Whom do these techniques favor?
Whom do they work against? The government of El Salvador
closed the turbulent campus of the National University in
1980 , and the soldiers were allowed to strip everything bare,
to leave the possibility of reopening almost nil. Then the
government switched to support commercial and technological institutes , which promise to produce technical professionals who will not pose troublesome questions about land
reform , broader-based industry, the lack of emphasis on
internal markets, or decent health care and education.
In his open lecture to hundreds in Benson Center at Santa
Clara on March 27, Freire told the audience: " It has been said
that education has nothing to do with politics, but is at the
service of humanity. I tell you that to understand education
you have to understand power." Classrooms are political
spaces , he said. The dominant power exercises its influence
therein , whether in favor of democratic ideals , capitalistic
attitudes and methods, a religious orientation, a Marxist world
view, or whatever. Meeting a day later with Bay Area minority educators in an afternoon conference organized by Dean
JoAnn Vasquez and Professor Joyce King , he stressed their
role in helping students see what groups and what values are
predominating and which ones still need to emerge, in other
words, to perceive reality without a gauze of abstract
language.
The above may well sound ideological , and readers could
be anxious about where the author stands on all this
dangerous talk. First , I would say that having learned my
Italian ABCs in San Francisco out of primers with the heavy
hand of Mussolini upon them , I am not unaware of the
dangers of indoctrination by way of a special slant given to
texts and reading materials. Also, having seen the Jesuit
University in Managua heavy with Sandinista posters , I look
wistfully to Cardinal Newman's model of the university as
a place of disinterested pursuit of knowledge for its own sake.
But Newman's model of education , and Freire's, with strongly
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GIVING
PSYCHOLOGY AWAY
A Skills Training Paradigm
1

T
BY DALE G. LARSON

challenge to the next generation of psychologists, than to
discover how best to give psychology away."
Giving psychology away is now possible in the form of
psychological skills training . Psychological skills are being
taught both to clients as a form of direct treatment and
prevention and to the rapists and other helpers as a means
of enhancing their effectiveness. The leading thinkers of the
skills training movement have wide-ranging theoretical orientations , from the behavioral to the humanistic; the programs
vary from simple, self-contained audio-cassette training
presentations to complex packages of videotapes, manuals
and instruction; and the skills they teach range from the
straightforward skill of eye contact to the more subtle processes of empathy and problem solving . All of those involved
in the skills training movement , however, do share a common goal: giving psychology away by converting psychological principles into teachable skills and disseminating these
skills by means of systematic methods and programs .
These efforts are producing a new model for mental health
training and delivery. A substantial research base has been
developed and skills training is being discussed in major
psychological journals, training texts, books and reviews.
The public's psychological sophistication-its "psychological IQ ':..._is rising rapidly. A growing portion of the public
is being introduced to mental health concepts and practicesthrough the media, self-help or bibliotherapy literature, the
educational system, and formal mental health education efforts. People's views of themselves and of what they can
achieve are changing. Many are seeking solutions to the
demoralization and alienation that characterize our times. \Ve
are witnessing what Carl Rogers calls a "quiet revolution" in
which people are taking more control of their psychological
and physical destinies .
People have grown weary of professional mystification ,
and , whether it is the art of medical care or psychological

Today a growing number ofpsychologists are
developing better strategies for sharing the
psychological skills and knowledge of their
profession, and a new model of mental
health training is emerging to improve the
quality of human life.
" G i v e a man a fish , he has one meal; teach him to fish ,
he can eat for the rest of his life." This ancient
Chinese proverb captures the central goal and the
promise of the skills training approach: giving people
psychological skills for managing their own lives and /or for
helping others more effectively.
Skills training is a result of a fundamental shift that is
occurring within the human services area and in society.
There is a growing interest and desire by the public for
psychological and other human services, and a corresponding recognition by professionals that their psychological
knowledge can be shared with greater numbers of people.
But it also is becoming increasingly clear that we cannot
share psychological knowledge without adopting new kinds
of services and new models for delivering these services.
Twenty years ago, psychologist Nicholas Hobbs hailed "mental health's third revolution," pointing to the shifts from
clinical to public health and educational models , from exclusively professional to nontraditional helper populations, and
from remedial to preventive strategies of intervention.
A few years later, in his presidential address to the American
Psychological Association in 1969 , George Miller said: "I can
imagine nothing we could do that would be more relevant
to human welfare, and nothing that could pose a greater
Winter 1985
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GIVING PSYCHOLOGY AWAY
"The public's psychological
sophistication-its psychological
IQ-is rising rapidly."

Such a crisis is happening today. We have an "occasion for
retooling" and , with the psychological skills movement, one
set of tools for meeting the new mental health demands.
These new tools also point toward a new paradigm for mental health training and delivery.
The defining elements of this paradigm are (1) the basic
ingredients: skills, methods, and programs, (2) a psychoeducational model , (3) an expanded target population of helpers
and clients, and (4) the goal of prevention.

Basic Ingredients: Skills, Methods, Programs

healing , Americans seem to have an almost insatiable desire
to "do it themselves," to learn skills they can use to improve
the quality of their lives and to help solve their own problems.
Recently a panel of 32 experts was asked to forecast future
trends in psychotherapy. They predicted "a revival of selfreliance in psychotherapy" during the next decade, which
will be expressed in a growing popularity of self-change
approaches, self-help groups, and self-control procedures.
Other therapeutic interventions expected to increase are
problem-solving techniques , homework assignments, communication skills training, videotaping , imagery and fantasy
techniques, behavioral contracting , biofeedback, and relaxation techniques.
Besides client self-reliance, a second theme is readily discernible from this list : the therapist as a teacher of
psychological skills. These twin themes-the client as a
responsible, active learner of psychological skills and the
therapist as a teacher of these skills-are central elements of
the skills training approach.

Three elements are common to all efforts within the skills
training movement: (1) identification of specific skills, or competencies ; (2) use of systematic methods of teaching these
skills; and (3) development of programs for skill dissemination using these methods.
Learning a new skill-whether it is active listening, dancing, cooking, playing the violin, managing money, assertiveness, or experiential focusing-also involves learning
subskills, which are then hierarchically organized in the
execution of the skill . With time and practice, the components require less conscious attention, allowing the person to devote increasing attention to higher-level strategies
for the achievement of the desired goal. In all of these
instances, there is a period before the subskills are integrated
when the learner is self-conscious and awkward. This
phenomenon is described by nearly all skills trainers as a
generic characteristic of skill acquisition. The golf swing of
Jack Nicklaus and the dancing of Fred Astaire are skillful
performances that have involved the integration of many
internal cues with complex behaviors.

Demands on the Mental Health Field
It is clear that the more traditional mental health strategies
are not meeting the growing needs for psychological help
in this country. According to a report from the National
Institute of Mental Health in 1978 , an estimated 15 percent
(32 million) of the population suffer from serious mental
disorders, yet only 3 percent (6.5 million) are helped by mental health specialists.
Narrowing the gap between need and supply must be central to any future mental health effort . Recent governmental
budget cuts for the human services have intensified the need
for creative strategies to achieve that goal.
To help resolve this crisis, Charles Kiesler urges the mental health field to shift its emphasis toward "(a) prevention
(b) paraprofessionals or techniques of devising different levels
of professional help, (c) indigenous support resources, (d) selfhelp programs (e) mental health training for other professionals so they can screen and make referrals thereby reducing the frequency of inappropriate care, and (f) greater
development of professional human resources."
As the mental health field struggles to respond to the crisis
of need, we can see signs of what Thomas Kuhn would call
the "blurring of a paradigm": professional insecurity, turbulence, experimentation, and the emergence of new ideas.
According to Kuhn, a crisis occurs as the inadequacy of the
dominant paradigm is recognized, indicating that an "occasion for retooling" has arrived.

Psychosocial Coping Skills
One large group of programs is focused on helping clients
develop psychosocial coping skills so they can adapt to and
perform in a variety of situations. The teaching of these skills
constitutes a direct form of treatment , either preventive or
remedial. The trainer must develop a working knowledge of
the competencies people need to master specific life
challenges. Every problem, whether it involves mastering a
developmental task , resolving a life crisis, or deepening a
human relationship, is conceptualized as involving specific
skills that can be taught . Thus, assessment of skill deficits and
intervention (that is, skill training) are closely linked in the
skills training paradigm.
Among the vast array of psychosocial coping skills are skills
for managing money, active listening, planning, conversation,
assertiveness, experiential focusing , relaxation , job finding ,
and problem solving , for example. Most of these skills are
viewed as problem-solving skills, skills for coping with
predictable problems of development in the modern world.
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The replicabilty, accessibility, portability, brevity, and
efficiency of skills training approaches make them ideal for
extending training in helping skills beyond the traditional
population of mental health workers . Four populationsparaprofessionals, health care workers, self-help group
members, and "significant others':._illustrate the potential
delivery power of this skills training approach .

Paraprofessionals
The idea of training paraprofessionals to reach expanded
populations of clients came directly from the community
mental health movement. In the early 1960s, staffing the new
community centers that developed around the country required the hiring and training of unprecedented numbers of
noncredentialed counselors, an action that led to the birth
of the paraprofessional program . To meet that growing demand for paraprofessionals, community psychologists were
compelled to develop effective, short-term training programs
with wide applicability.
Today paraprofessionals make up the largest single category
of workers in mental health and human services. Evidence
that paraprofessionals perform as well or better than highl y
credentialed mental health practitioners recommends the
continued development and training of paraprofessional
populations as a future mental health strategy.

The teaching/learning methods of the skills training movement are derived from education and psychology. From
education comes programmed texts, structured discussion ,
simulation , and gaming ; from psychology comes the principles of social-learning theory, transfer of training , observational learning techniques (modeling and selfconfrontation), behavioral rehearsal , and feedback (cueing or
reinforcement) . Manual , oral instructions , and audio and
video technologies also are used.
A number of common themes run through these teaching/learning methods:
• They all involve the active participation of clients and
trainees in the learning process.
• They focus on specific behaviors (internal and external)
and the mastery and maintenance of these behaviors.
• They are based on established learning principles of
modeling, observing , discriminating, reinforcing , and
generalizing.
• They include both didactic and experiential emphases.
• They are highly structured.
• Their goals are clear.
• Their progress is monitored .
• Their mystification is minimized .
Once specific skills are identified and methods for teaching
them are developed , they must be integrated into a program
or package so they can be acquired systematically.

Psychoeducational Model

A second large group of programs teaches interpersonal
helping and communication skills to therapists and others
as a means of enhancing their helping effectiveness. The skills
taught by these programs include, for example, acknowledg-

The ps ychoeducational model , as it has evolved over the
past two decades, rests on three basic assumptions :
v the helper is viewed as a teacher rather than as a
physician;
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clients ' problems are thought of as learning deficits
or maladaptive overlays, rather than as symptoms;
clients are seen as capable of directing their own
learning rather than as passively receiving treatment .

Expanded Populations of Helpers and Clients

Skills Training Methods

Interpersonal Helping Skills

Santa Clara Magazine
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ment , advisement , affective response, interpretations, questions, self-disclosure, silence, and warmth.
Many of the helping skills taught in skills training programs
will be recognized as so-called effective ingredients of
psychotherapy identified by psychotherapy researchers during the past three decades. It was Carl Rogers who first insisted on demystifying the helping process by opening it to
public and research scrutiny. In his classic work , Counseling and Psycbotberapy, he published the first full-length
transcript of a whole course of therapy. His use of audiotapes
and verbatim transcripts as training and research tools created
a bridge between the classroom and the real-life therapeutic
encounter. By being willing to study closely the therapeutic
encounter, identify the "active ingredients," and teach these
to others, Rogers pioneered the demystification and subsequent giving away of therapeutic skills .
The demystification and identification of coping and helping skills involve a shift in perspective: the art of living/
coping and the art of helping become teachable, though
complex , sets of skills or competencies. Having identified
these specific skills , the next step for the skills trainer is to
develop methods for teaching them to large numbers of
trainees .

Health Care Workers
For the second population , health professionals, the
teaching of interpersonal skills has become a major activity
in recent years. One reason is the rising incidence of chronic
illness, which has necessitated greater involvement of patients
in the physical and ps ychological management of their own
illnesses. Health care providers, in helping patients cope with
the emotional concomitants of chronic illness, must act as
educators and counselors. It is estimated that 50 percent of
medical visits are primarily psychological in nature, suggesting a staggering •frequency of inappropriate care, considering the lack of formal mental health training for health
professionals. Finally, there is substantial literature that shows
the interpersonal skills of the health professional are an
integral part of the treatment process itself, and not just
elements of a congenial bedside manner.
The parallels between the changing emphases in health care
and those in psychology and the mental health field are not
coincidental. Both fields are responding to the larger
paradigm shift discussed earlier. The more progessive
members of the medical profession-and of the psychological
profession-are educating their patients about their own illnesses or disorders , training them in specific therapeutic
techniques, and urging them to be directly involved in th e
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GIVING
PSYCHOLO'GY AWAY

''Americans have an almost
insatiable desire to 'do it
themselves'-whether it's medical
care or psychological healing."

treatment , management , and prevention of their own
conditions.

traditional helpers. By teaching helping skills to other human
service workers, to paraprofessionals, to self-help group
members, and to parents and teachers and others, a much
larger helper base can be developed . In the same manner, the
skills training approach is a vehicle for reaching more clients,
teaching them a wide array of life/coping skills . This capacity for dissemination has enormous implications for the
prevention of psychological distress .
If we can anticipate and prevent mental health problems
or address them early on, human suffering and the need for
psychological " treatment " can be substantially reduced .
There is a contemporary fable of a man who is walking
beside a river and notices that someone is drowning. He
jumps in , pulls the person to shore, and revives him . Then
another drowning person calls for help, and again the man
successfully rescues the man. As the man is about to walk
away, a passer-by shouts, "Hey, there's another person drowning out there. Where are you going?" The man replies, ''I'm
going upstream to see who's throwing all these people in ."
The story illustrates two possible kinds of intervention
available to mental h ealth workers: upstream , preventive
interventions, and downstream , remedial efforts. Although
funding cutbacks have had a drastic impact on the mental
health system, there has been a significant " upstream" movement in mental health services in recent years. The growth
trend is toward prevention rather than remediation and is
characterized by programs in which participants may not
necessarily be considered "patients ."
H.L. Mencken wrote: "There's always an easy solution to
every human problem-neat , plausible, and wrong ." The
skills training movement is not a panacea: it will not inevitably
lead to solutions to the pressing mental health needs we face
today. There is no guarantee that a psychosufficient society
will become a reality for our generation or for those that
follow.
The skills training approach does , however, open up new
directions for achieving this goal. As the avenues for
dissemination continue to expand , psychological skills training will reach widening segments of our society. These efforts
to give psychology away hold great promise, but with this
promise comes responsibility. Issues of accountability and
quality control , and important decisions about the applications of skills training models , will require careful attention .
The teaching of psychological skills , like any development
of consequence, contains pitfalls as well as potential. Our task
is to guide the work in this growing field so it can remain
a responsible sharing of our most helpful psychological
knowledge.

Self-help Groups
Another promising arena for skills training is the self-help
or mutual-support groups. This movement , with its antiprofessional and activist ethos, does not lend itself to traditional mental health intervention . Self-help groups typically
develop their own change and support processes, some of
which are highly effective. In fact , some of these groups are
being studied by psychologists so they can determine the
reasons for their success . Self-help groups empower their
members by helping them learn skills (although they may not
identi(y them as such) and to solve problems on their own .
Human service professionals might well ask what , if
anything , they have to offer these fiercely autonomous
groups. One obvious answer is skills training . Because many
skills training programs are self-contained, portable, and not
dependent on the presence of a professional trainer, self-help
groups can easily incorporate them into their own systems.
More packaged skills training programs designed specifically for self-help groups should be developed. Videotapes ,
audiotapes, and manuals that teach useful interpersonal skills
and coping skills could become a major contribution from
the mental health field to the self-help movement . A good
example of this potential is the Common Concern program
developed by the U.C.L.A. Self-Help Resource Center. This
audiotape program guides people with common concerns
into becoming fully functioning , self-help, mutual-support
groups. Specialized versions include recent widows, couples
coping with infertility, cancer patients , parents of
developmentally handicapped children, parents of children
killed by accidents, families of victims of Alzheimer's disease,
for example.

Parents and Teachers as Helpers
Once demystified , skills of helping can be acquired not only
by identified helpers but by anyone who performs helping
functions. Foremost among these informal helpers are parents
and teachers.
The most popular parent training program is Thomas Gordon's Parent Effectiveness Training , which teaches listening
and problem-solving skills , and already has more than a half
million graduates.
Teachers are receiving skills .training from Gordon's Teacher
Effectiveness Training program and Carkhuff's Human
Resources Development Model, both of which have made
major contributions . Substantial research literature
demonstrates that training in interpersonal communication
skills enhances the teaching effectiveness of educators. The
therapeutic function of the teacher, like the educational function of the therapist, is slowly being acknowledged and can
be maximized through direct training .

Dale G. Larson is an assistant professor of education at the university. This article is adapted from
a chapter in his book, Teaching Psychological Skills
(1984), Brooks/Cole Publishing Company,
MontereJ~ CA 93940.

Prevention and a Psychosufficient Society
Skills training is thus a vehicle for more effectively
disseminating mental health skills to both traditional and non-
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SANTA CLARA NEWS
PC leadership
changes hands
Leadership of the President 's Club
changed hands in mid-November with
Palo Alto attorney and SCU alumnus
David S. Murray taking over as the
national chairman.

David kfurray

Murray succeeds Bart C. Lally, a Mt .
View physician, who had guided the
club for the past five years. Lally continues on the executive committee of
the club, however, as an ex officio
member.
The President 's Club (PC) was
founded in 1977 as a way of recognizing those who contribute 51,000 or
more to the university each year. Its
success is illustrated best by its
membership growth from 7 1 members
in 1977 to its current strength of 785.
The latter total also includes 90 sustaining members , those who contribute in a category of 55,000 and above
each year.
In the last fiscal year, 1983-84, the
President 's Club members contributed
in excess of S4 million to Santa Clara .
Murray assumed the chairmanship
after completing a term as the chairman of the Peninsula Committee. A
native San Franciscan , he received a
business degree from Santa Clara in
1964 and a law degree in 1969 . He is
a founder and senior partner in Murray & Murray, a law firm that specializes in business reorganizations . Mur-
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ray and his wife, Suzanne, and daughter, Deborah , live in Los Altos Hills.
Murray said the annual President 's
Club dinner on the campus , a major
highlight in the club's social calendar,
has been scheduled for April 27 .
Other PC events include annual golf
tournaments , at the Olympic Club in
San Francisco and the Wilshire Country Club in Los Angeles, and geographic receptions with the president ,
Father William). Rewak, S.J.. in each
PC region.
Executive Committee area chairman
for the PC include Roger P. Brunella,
Peninsula ; Peter Congilio and Larry
Frisone, Monterey-Carmel ; Dominic
Fanelli , San jose; Robert M. Henderson, Sacramento; Thomas Kelly, San
Francisco; Luke V. McCarthy, Orange
County-Long Beach; Isamu Minami ,
Santa Maria ; and Anthony Oliver Jr.,
Los Angeles. William] . Adams Jr.
serves as membership chairman of the
executive committee, which also includes organizational representatives
Dr. Ramon Jimenez , from the Board of
Fellows, and Harry Goodfriend from
the de Saisset Art Council.

tive director of Bronco Bench Foundation . At the same time, Daniel).
Curry, who was at the helm of the
Bench for nearly three years, has been
appointed assistant athletic director by
Athletic Director Pat Malley.
Lagattuta , a 1976 SCU graduate, was
president of the Off-Campus Students
Association during her senior year.
After graduation , she served two years

Bench picks
woman director
Marie Lagattuta, who has been assistant alumni director at Santa Clara for
the past year, has been named execu-

Marie Lagattuta
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Daniel CunJ•

as the public relations director for the
San jose Tigers, a semi-pro football
team . In 1978 , she began a five year
stint with the March of Dimes Foundation , serving as director of special
events for the South Bay Chapter,
which covered four counties.
Curry, who joined the Santa Clara
staff in 1982 , previously served as
assistant athletic director, from 1978 to
1981, at Gonzaga University, where he
also did his undergraduate work and
received a master's degree in educational sports administration.
The switch in the Bench 's top post
was announced on the campus by
Bronco Bench President A. P. " Butch"
Hamann Jr.

Everything from extreme
halophiles to the Supreme Court
gets some faculty time.

SANTA CLARA NEWS

A TIME To WASTE AND BE IDLE
T

By Tennant C. lVrigbt, 5.].

I

n the Autumn , some return to the
University, others leave for a sabbatical time. What do they do,
those wanderers? Here is how one
such passed his Sabbath.
The ancient Jews, who valued the
earth where Yahweh walked with
them , gave their land 12 months out
of every 84 to lie fallow and await the
Lord 's sun and rain . Every seven days
they rewarded their bodies, also of
earth , and their souls with re-creation
after and before a new creation.
Y.'lhweh too rested.
Jacques lVIaritain, the great and
catholic French philosopher, once
remarked that all art , like friendship
and creation , demands a waste of time
and much idleness.
Does a Catholic, whose spiritual
ancestors walked to Chartres to pray
to that smiling Virgin , also journey

there - by train in his later years to waste time in her loveliest of
temples, idling there in friendship
among her centuries of faithful spirits?
I know such a one.
Does a Christian , following the
patriarchs and prophets of his tribe,
pilgrimage across the lush and gnarled
Spanish land to touch the foot of Santiago at Compostela; to await God's
sun and rain in Avila and sit silent and
alone in Alba de Tormes where the
mystic died - and still lives? I know
such a Christian.
Does a companero (mas o menos)
de jesus track that restless Inigo over
the tortured Basque mountain trail
from Pamplona to Loyola , and there
for weeks to sense his spirit still roaming in his valley and kneeling on the
mountain before the Virgin of Olatz;
does such a companion dog that awful

ON SABBATICALS:
Sabbatical leaves , ranging in length
from one quarter to a full year, have
been granted to 12 members of the
faculty for the 1984-85 year. A brief
summary of their plans for their sabbatical leaves follows.
William T. Duffy Jr. , professor of
physics and department chair. Winter
and Spring, 1985. He will take advantage of his sabbatical opportunity to
initiate a new research program that
has been funded by the National
Science Foundation. Entitled " Low
Frequency Acoustic Losses in Low Loss
Metals at Ultra Low Temperatures," the
research is a three year program ,
budgeted at 585 ,000 , for which NSF
has committed funding for the first
year. Presuming normal progress, funding will be renewed for the two remaining years. During the last two
decades , physics researchers around

and gentle man on to Manresa , to
know (just a bit) the terror and collapse and peace and clarity he felt by
the Cardonner river and in the baspita! de pobres; does such a one
search down the smooth and cobbled
Paris alleys to the Montemartre crypt
where Ignatius and his confreres spoke
their vows - and there to speak again
his own? I know such a comrade.
Thus, the Sabbath year began in
Autumn , but then the ·winter and
Spring - in another land , a New
World. "Softly, softly, tiger catch
monkey," goes the Belizean proverb.
" Un ano de luz y de fuego ," advised
Compa Jaime. A year (or forever) to lie
fallow full of idleness, full of grace thank God. I do know such a pilgrim .
Farber Wright was on sabbatical feaue
during tbe 1983-84 yem:

DIGGING IN THEIR FIELDS

the world have been looking for
gravitational waves that are predicted
to be generated by distant , massive,
rapidly moving astrophysical objects .
By the time these waves reach terrestrial observatories , they are expected to have diminished in intensity
to such an extent as to make them extremely difficult to detect. In order to
contribute to an improvement in the
sensitivity of the "antennas " used for
gravity wave detection , Dr. Duffy is
undertaking an experimental study of
the ultra low temperature mechanical
properties of the antenna materials. He
will be using equipment developed at
Santa Clara for other kinds of experimental physics in the past , but
which will be adopted for these
material studies. His investigation will
be done in his research laboratory on
the campus, although he plans to
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spend some of the time in the physics
department at Stanford University.

Russell W. Galloway, professor of
law. Full year. He will spend the year
attending and observing the Supreme
Court 's current term , which began in
October and will continue to July. The
Supreme Court is his primary area of
professional study and he has written
several books and numerous articles
on topics related to it. He plans a new
book on the Warren era , and a major
multi-volume work on the Supreme
Court's second century (1890-1990).

Eric 0. Hanson , associate professor
of political science. Full year. He is
continuing his research and writing at
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the Stanford University Institute for
Security and Arm Control until
January 1985 . He also is working on a
book on Tbe Catbolic Cburcb in EastWest Relations. His work is supported
in part by a fellowship from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities .

Samuel R. Hernandez , associate
professor and chair of fine arts. Fall
1984 and Spring 1985. He is using the
time to prepare for several major oneperson and group invitational exhibitions of his sculpture.

Dennis J. Moberg , associate professor of management. Full year. He is
completing 12 exercises in computerassisted training for use in academic
courses and in short courses for the
Executive Development Center for the
introductory student and the beginning executive. \X'hen the exercises are
complete, he will proceed with the
packaging for each of them and complete the software necessary for them
to be used with the IBM PC's.

John S. Mooring , professor of
biology. Fall 1984. He has been engaged in writing up some of the data
concerned with his long-term study of
the plant species Eriopbyllum
lana tum , a cluster of populations
treated by some as separate species
and by others as one species. He is
analyzing their genetic relationship to
one another by a hybridization program. The study has been conducted
on the campus primarily, except for
short trips to Berkeley and The
California Academy of Sciences.

Frederick J. Parrella , associate
professor of religious studies. Spring
1985. As a recipient of the Arnold and
Lois Graves Award , he plans to travel
and study the educational and cultural
environment that helped create Paul
Tillich's idea of religion and culture.
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The key questions he will explore are:
what is the relationship between
cultural form and religious depth?
what cultural forms are theonomous?
where in art and architecture,
philosophy and poetry can theonomy
be discovered? In his travels , he plans
to interview Tillich 's old friends and
family members, including his widow,
Hannah , who lives in East HaiJlpton ,
N.Y. ; the Tillich archives in Gottingen,
\X'est Germany ; and Marburg and
Frankfort Universities, where Tillich
taught.

Robert J. Pfeiffer, associate professor of chemistry and department
chair. Spring 1985. He will be working
with Dr. Kenji Mori in the Department
of Agricultural Chemistry at the
University of Tokyo. Dr. Mori is a
leader in the field of organic synthesis, specializing in making insect
pheromones - chemicals excreted by
insects to attract , alarm or repel
others. Dr. Pfeiffer will work in Mori's
laboratories in the spring and through
the summer.

Kandis Scott, associate professor of
law. Full year. She is designing a
simulation, or "game," to be used in
teaching law students federal
discovery law, techniques and strategy,
which will involve computers
whenever they are appropriate.

Geraldine A. Tomlinson , professor
of biology. Spring 1984 and Fall 1984.
She spent her leave at Ames Research
Center at NASA , in the laboratory of
Dr. Lawrence Hochstein. She worked
on two projects , with two SC U undergraduates assisting in both projects. In
the first one, Steven Anderson , a
junior pre-med student , was characterizing a unique bacterium he and
Kevin Madigan isolated at Santa Clara
during the last academic year. This is
an extremely halophilic denitrifying
organism , which was found in a
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saltern on the edge of the San Francisco Bay at the old Leslie Salt works.
Extreme halophiles require large
amounts of salt in order to live and
reproduce. They contain a red pigment
and this accounts for the red color of
the salterns seen from the air. They
are able to use oxygen or nitrate in
their metabolism , converting the latter
to nitrogen gas , which is called
denitrification. The organism is the
first extreme halophile to be
discovered that is able to denitrify.
The second project was concerned
with an enzyme called homocysteine
- betaine transmethylan , which forms
an important amino acid , methionine,
in cells. The student assisting in this
research was Mary Broderick , also a
junior pre-med student. She isolated it
from Paracoccus balodenitnjicans, a
moderately halophilic denitrifier. This
enzyme is considered to be an animal
enzyme, not a bacterial one, thus its
existence in this microorganism is
unusual.

Eleanor W. \Villemsen , professor
of psychology. Full year. She will continue her study in object relations
theory, a variant of psychoanalytic
theory that focuses on the first three
years of life. She will be working on
her book, Infant and Toddler
Development, which is a revision and
extension of her 1979 textbook on
Understanding Infancy. During the
year, she will be serving as a visiting
faculty fellow at McAuley Neuropsychiatric Institute's Child Psychiatry Ser·
vice, which is based at St . Mary 's
Hospital in San Francisco.

William \V. Yabroff, associate professor of education. Full year. He is
working in the field of guided imagery, and its applications in Counseling
Psychology. He expects to report his
findings in a monograph on The Principles of Imagery Interventions in
Counseling, which he plans to write
during the Spring quarter.

"Santa Clara is strategically
located to prepare students in this
new field of knowledge."

CAMPAIGN FOR SANTA CLARA

- Ken Haughton

Agribusiness charts course for second decade
By Kenneth E. Cool

On November 9, faculty, students,
alumni, and friends of Santa Clara's Institute of Agribusiness gathered to
celebrate the program's past achievements and hear about plans for its
future. Established in 1974, the
agribusiness program represented the
first attempt in the western United
States to offer an innovative M.B.A.
degree combining advanced training in
both agriculture and management.
From the beginning the institute has
been an integral part of the Leavey
School of Business and Administration
and has built its growing reputation
on the pooled talents and resources of
the specialized agribusiness faculty
and their colleagues in other business
disciplines.
In 1982 , Dr. Charles French came to
Santa Clara as W.M. Keck Professor
and Director of the Institute of
Agribusiness. A widely recognized
specialist on international agricultural
production and world hunger, Dr.
French has brought new vision and
direction to the institute from his
many years of experience as a federal
program director of various national
and international agriculture, food ,
and nutrition projects during the Ford
and Carter administrations. One of his
immediate goals at Santa Clara has
been to broaden the scope of the
agribusiness curriculum to prepare
students for the increasing roles that
high technology and international
trade are playing in the agricultural
sector of our economy.

Naumes Chair complete
One man who shares French's vision
of the importance of agribusiness
education is university trustee Joe
Naumes, who helped lay the groundwork for establishing the institute. In
his after-dinner remarks, Naumes gave
special credit to Father Richard T. Coz ,
S.) . "I remember that he had a
superior vision of what could be done
and thus the idea of an agribusiness

research associates from industry.
" The University of Santa Clara is
strategically located to prepare
students for careers in this new field
of knowledge," says Dean Haughton,
"since the center of the nation's data
storage industry is right here in Silicon
Valley." As evidence of the growing
importance of magnetic and optical
technologies , Haughton points to the
fact that the dollar volume of
magnetic recording products now
"slightly exceeds" the value of
semiconductor products . This development , adds Haughton, has led some
industry observers to suggest that
Silicon Valley might be more appropriately named "magnetic iron-oxide
valley."
Hoagland , Yarbrough and Ma are
currently establishing a comprehensive
educational agenda and garnering corporate support for the initial five-year
development effort . Major priorities at
this time include (1) attracting outstanding students to the institute's
graduate program, (2) developing new
courses and teaching materials to ex-

parties should contact the university 's
Development Office at (408) 554-4 400.

New technologies
are focus of new
campus institute

Fatber Ricbard Coz. S..f. , and joe Naum es o.f Meclford. Oregon

institute was born. Another institution
located in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
was the first to start this kind of program. It is fitting that Santa Clara , the
first institution of higher learning in
the West, was second." Father Paul
Locatelli , S.)., academic vice president,
remarked that Naumes and his family
have continued that special commitment to the institute by endowing a
chair for distinguished visiting professors in agriculture-related fields.
Their gift, Locatelli added , signals an
important milestone for the institute
and provides for a broad range of
perspectives in the curriculum.
Dr. French concluded the evening 's
program by outlining the goals of a major S3 million campaign to strengthen
institute programs and expand educational opportunities for agribusiness
students. The major objectives of this
fund-raising effort include: (1) increasing student aid, (2) enriching the curriculum through field trips, guest
speakers, research projects and conferences , (3) expanding the student
internship program , and (4) improving
institute facilities and equipment. As
part of his announcement of the campaign , French introduced Louis Souza ,
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a Santa Clara regent and president of
Vaquero Farms Inc., who has agreed to
serve as chairman of the fund drive.

In September, Kenneth Haughton,
dean of the School of Engineering ,
announced the formation of a new
Institute for Information Storage Technology at Santa Clara . This interdisciplinary program will focus on
graduate-level courses and research
activities in new areas of magnetic
recording and emerging optical
technologies .
Heading up this effort are electrical
engineering professors Dr. AI
Hoagland and Dr. Ray Yarbrough and
mechanical engineering professor Dr.
joseph Ma , who envisage the institute's innovative framework as a combination of the special expertise of
faculty from various engineering
disciplines at Santa Clara as well as

pand existing subject matter, and (3)
establishing laboratory facilities for the
research activities of institute participants. Corporate support will be
crucial for the success of this
enterprise.

Attracts corporations
The program's first sponsor is Seagate Technology, which has pledged
8250 ,000 to the institute's activities
over a five-year period. Recently,
Quantum Corporation also made a
five-year commitment of £100,000. In
addition, the institute is benefiting
from the ongoing support of Verbatim
Corporation for faculty research in
magnetic recording. Based on the initial response from local industry, the
program directors are hopeful of
securing significant support from
among the more than 60 regional
companies involved in various aspects
of the information-processing industry.
The new Institute for Information
Storage Technology will eventually be
housed in the university 's expanded

Woolf Family gifts
The agribusiness event also provided
an occasion to show off the institute's
new office complex in Kenna Hall .
Present for a brief dedication ceremony were Jack and Bernice Woolf of
Fresno, owners of the Woolf Farming
Company, whose leadership gift to the
agribusiness campaign made the
renovations possible. In addition, a
significant donation for agribusiness
fellowships was announced; the
anonymous donor asked that this new
student aid endowment be established
in honor of the Jack Woolf family.
Guests attending the agribusiness
function were also treated to the first
public showing of a special videotape
highlighting the development of the
Institute of Agribusiness at Santa Clara.
The seven-minute presentation provides an overview of the educational
goals of the program , current objectives in student recruitment , and major priorities of the new capital campaign . Copies of the videotape are
available for public showing; interested
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CAMPAIGN FOR SANTA CLARA

GLEN CAMPBELL

D1: Raym o11d }tf rbrougb. D1: AI H oagland, D1: j osepb Ma and D ea11 Ken11eth Haugbto n

and renovated engineering center,
scheduled for completion in January
1987.

E-Campaign nears
$6 million mark
\Vhile an old structure is coming
down to make way for the new threestory engineering building , support for
the engineering campaign is climbing
to new levels . According to Eugene F.
Gerwe, vice president for university
relations, Santa Clara expects to pass
the S6 million mark by the end of
1984, thus attaining more than twothirds of its S8.9 million goal for the
major expansion and renovation of
Sullivan Engineering Center.
Although considerable fund raising
remains to be accomplished , Gerwe
has high praise for the special efforts
that campaign chairman Glenn
Penisten and other committee
members are making to garner the

support of the corporate community.
Among the major recent donors to the
project are Monolithic Memories,
Gould Instruments Division, Avantek
and Technology Development of
California. Other corporations have
made substantial recent gifts of equipment for the School of Engineering's
new laboratories, including donations
of computer graphics equipment from
IBM and microwave equipment from
Eaton Corporation .
California foundations also continue
to be leading supporters of the
engineering facilities project. During
the past year, the William G. Irwin
Foundation increased its total commitment to Sullivan Center to 8350,000.
And in the last two months, the Jones
Foundation announced its intention to
raise its level of support for facility
needs in the School· of Engineering to
8200 ,000.
The Kresge Foundation of Troy,
Michigan , recently made a S500 ,000
challenge grant to Santa Clara toward
completion of the construction pro-
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ject . One of the largest single gifts
made by the foundation last year, this
grant will be a powerful incentive, according to Gerwe, for other university
friends in the corporate and foundation world who have not yet lent their
support to the Sullivan Center expansion. Santa Clara was one of the few
institutions nationwide whose request
was funded in full by Kresge last year
and only one of six grants to be
awarded from more than 100 applications in California.
With enthusiastic responses from
foundations , corporations , and individuals, the engineering campaign
continues to make good progress
toward meeting the terms of the S2. 5
million challenge of Santa Clara alumnus Thomas Bannan . After the first
five months, eligible matching gifts for
Bannan's dollar-for-dollar challenge
now total S815 ,000 - approximately
one-third of the way toward successful
completion. The Bannan Challenge
will come to an end in December
1985.

THE BOARD OF FELLOWS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA
INVITES YOU TO THE NINETEENTH ANNUAL GOLDEN CIRCLE
THEATRE PARTY FEATURING :MR. GLEN CAMPBELL, SATURDAY
EVENING, THE NINTH OF FEBRUARY, NINETEEN HUNDRED AND
EIGHT~FIVE AT THE SAN JOSE CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING
ARTS, SAN JOSE, CA. FOR TICKET INFORMATION/RESERVATIONS,
CALL (408) 554-4400.

University of Santa Clara
Santa Clara, Calif. 95053
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